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GETTING STARTED IN ELECTRONICS

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF ELECTRONICS, ONE OF THE FASTEST GROWING OF TODAY'S "HIGH-TECH" FIELDS AND AN EDUCATIONAL AND ENTERTAINING HOBBY. THIS BOOK WILL TAKE YOU FROM STATIC ELECTRICITY TO SOLID-STATE ELECTRONICS ALONG THE WAY. WE'LL COVER ELECTRICITY, ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (IC'S). CHAPTERS 3-7 SHOW HOW COMPONENTS AND IC's ARE USED TO FORM ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS. CHAPTER 9 GIVES PLANS FOR 100 CIRCUITS, EACH OF WHICH I'VE BUILT AND TESTED. "PAGE ARROWS"THROUGHOUT THE BOOK REFER YOU TO RELATED TOPICS IN FUTURE CHAPTERS LIKE WORKING VERSIONS OF MANY EXAMPLE CIRCUITS IN CHAPTERS 3-7. I HOPE YOU FIND THIS BOOK USEFUL, EDUCATIONAL AND, ESPECIALLY, FUN!

FELIX M. MILLER, III

GOING FURTHER IN ELECTRONICS

I HOPE THIS BOOK ENCOURAGES YOU TO GO FURTHER IN ELECTRONICS. BEGIN BY GETTING RADIO SHACK'S "SEMICONDUCTOR REFERENCE HANDBOOK" AND "ENGINEER'S MINI-NOTEBOOK" SERIES. READ ELECTRONICS MAGAZINES LIKE COMPUTERCRAFT, RADIO-ELECTRONICS, BYTE AND QST. YOU MAY ALSO WISH TO READ "ELECTRONICS NOTEBOOK," A COLUMN I WRITE EACH MONTH FOR COMPUTERCRAFT. MANY OF THESE COLUMNS HAVE BEEN COMPILED IN A SERIES OF BOOKS, INCLUDING "THE FORREST MIMS CIRCUIT SCRAPBOOK" (McGRAW-HILL, 1983) AND "FORREST MIMS' CIRCUIT SCRAPBOOK II" (HOWARD W. SAMS, 1986). THESE BOOKS DESCRIBE IN DETAIL SEVERAL OF THE CIRCUITS IN THIS BOOK AND MANY OTHER CIRCUITS. QUESTIONS? THIS BOOK WILL RAISE MANY! IF YOU CAN'T FIND ANSWERS IN THE REFERENCES ABOVE, TRY A GOOD LIBRARY. FINDING ANSWERS MAY TAKE TIME, BUT YOU'LL LEARN MUCH IN THE PROCESS. PERHAPS YOU'LL EVEN CONSIDER FORMAL TRAINING FOR A CAREER IN ELECTRONICS.

A SPECIAL NOTE TO EDUCATORS

THIS BOOK CAN GIVE YOUR STUDENTS A BASIC KNOWLEDGE OF ELECTRONICS. YOU CAN ASSIGN THE BOOK FOR OUTSIDE READING AND TEST STUDENTS AS THEY PROGRESS. OR YOU CAN DEVELOP A TOTAL COURSE, COMPLETE WITH DEMONSTRATIONS, EXPERIMENTS AND LECTURES. THANKS TO RADIO SHACK'S SOLDERLESS MODULAR SOCKETS, YOU AND YOUR STUDENTS SHOULD BE ABLE TO ASSEMBLE TEST VERSIONS OF VIRTUALLY EVERY CIRCUIT IN CHAPTER 9 ("100 ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS"). INCIDENTALLY, VOLUME BUYERS CAN RECEIVE A PRICE DISCOUNT FROM RADIO SHACK ON THIS BOOK AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS. SEE THE LATEST RADIO SHACK CATALOG FOR DETAILS. (PRICE DISCOUNTS ARE OPTIONAL AT RADIO SHACK DEALERS AND FRANCHISE STORES.)
1. ELECTRICITY

The only difference between a bolt of lightning and the spark between your finger and a door knob on a dry day is quantity. Both are electricity. Benjamin Franklin first confirmed this with his famous kite experiment.

To those who fly a kite in the rain, you better say "eye," 'cause it's not very sane.

Here's a neat way to "see" electricity without being zapped: Grasp one lead from a neon lamp, walk across a carpet while wearing hard soled shoes and touch the second lead from the lamp to a metal object. The lamp will flash (unless the relative humidity is high).

Of course, you cannot "see" electricity! You see its effect upon air and the neon in the lamp. The effects of electricity which can be seen are many. Here are some more:
PUTTING ELECTRICITY TO WORK

All matter has electrical properties. That's why scientists over the past few centuries have been able to invent hundreds of gadgets that generate, store, control and switch electricity. These devices have combined to carry us into...

In the pages that follow you'll find out how these and other electronic parts work, and you'll learn how to use them in working electronic circuits. Like...

Light flashers, timers, amplifiers, digital logic circuits, power supplies, sound generators and many others. After you complete this book, you'll be able to identify and use all the components shown on this page! They include a transformer, diodes, resistors, capacitors, zener diodes, transistors, voltage regulators and integrated circuits.

...The Electronics Age.

If you're anxious to get started working with electronic parts and circuits, skip ahead to Chapter Two. When you have time, be sure to go over the rest of this chapter. You'll learn some basic facts about electricity that will give you a solid foundation for further learning. And you'll find out how to create and detect electricity with ordinary household materials.
BACK TO BASICS

Electricity is an essential ingredient of matter. The best way to understand the nature of electricity is to examine the smallest component of every element: the atom.

[Diagram of atom]

- **Nucleus**: This is a lithium (protons and neutrons) simplest atom after hydrogen and helium. Lithium atoms have 3 electrons that encircle a nucleus of 3 protons and 4 neutrons.

- **Electrons**: Have a negative electrical charge.
- **Protons**: Have a positive electrical charge.
- **Neutrons**: Have no electrical charge.

**Ions** — normally an atom has an equal number of electrons and protons. The charges cancel to give the atom no net electrical charge. It's possible to dislodge one or more electrons from most atoms. This causes the atom to have a net positive charge. It's then called a positive ion. If a stray electron combines with a normal atom, the atom has a net negative charge and is called a negative ion.

**Electrons** — free electrons can move at high speed through metals, gases and a vacuum. Or they can rest on a surface.
MORE ABOUT FREE ELECTRONS - MANY TRILLIONS OF ELECTRONS CAN REST ON A SURFACE OR TRAVEL THROUGH SPACE OR MATTER AT NEAR THE SPEED OF LIGHT (186,000 MILES PER SECOND).

RESTING ELECTRONS = MOVING ELECTRONS

RESTING ELECTRONS - A GROUP OF NEGATIVE ELECTRONS ON A SURFACE CAUSES THE SURFACE TO BE NEGATIVELY CHARGED, SINCE THE ELECTRONS ARE NOT MOVING, THE SURFACE CAN BE SAID TO HAVE A NEGATIVE STATIC ELECTRICAL CHARGE.

MOVING ELECTRONS - A STREAM OF MOVING ELECTRONS IS CALLED AN ELECTRICAL CURRENT. RESTING ELECTRONS CAN QUICKLY FORM AN ELECTRICAL CURRENT IF PLACED NEAR A CLUSTER OF POSITIVE IONS. THE POSITIVELY CHARGED IONS WILL ATTRACT THE ELECTRONS WHICH WILL RUSH IN TO FILL THE "HOLES" OR VOIDS LEFT BY THE MISSING ELECTRONS.

MISSING ELECTRON ("HOLE")

MISSING ELECTRONS - MECHANICAL FRICTION, LIGHT, HEAT OR A CHEMICAL REACTION MAY REMOVE ELECTRONS FROM A SURFACE. THIS CAUSES THE SURFACE TO BE POSITIVELY CHARGED. SINCE THE POSITIVELY CHARGED ATOMS ARE AT REST, THE SURFACE CAN BE SAID TO HAVE A POSITIVE STATIC ELECTRICAL CHARGE.

FRICION
do not Hallucinate.
LIGHT
HEAT
CHEMICALS

POSITIVE IONS WITH POSITIVE STATIC ELECTRICAL CHARGE.
STATIC ELECTRICITY

You generate static electricity every time you walk across a carpet, pull tape from a roll, remove your clothing or dry clothes in a drier. Much of the time you don’t even realize it unless the air is dry and the static charge suddenly crackles, pops and flashes its way to a new home. These static charges are caused by mechanical friction. Back in 600 B.C., Thales of Greece experimented with the static electricity produced when amber is rubbed with wool.

□ Amber—Once upon a time sap flowing from trees hardened into clear golden nodules which were eventually buried in the earth. Sometimes, before it hardened into amber, the sticky sap entombed bits of plant matter, insects and even droplets of water! A kind of natural casting plastic, amber is easily electrified by friction. It then attracts bits of paper.

□ Electrified plastic and glass—Run a plastic comb through your hair on a dry day and you’ll transfer electrons from your hair to the comb. Rub a glass rod with silk or the synthetic fibers of a paint brush and you’ll remove electrons from the glass. Both the negatively charged comb and the positively charged glass rod will, like amber, attract bits of paper. You can electrify or charge many materials by rubbing them with fur, wool, etc. Metal? No, the charge leaks away.

Comb (after stroking hair) Glass Rod (rubbed with silk)
Opposite and like charges—How do we know

The comb and glass rod have opposite charges? A fundamental rule of electricity is like charges repel and unlike charges attract. Here's an experiment that proves the rule and answers the question:

- Use foam plastic packing material.

Remember: Unlike charges attract —

Like charges repel —

The electroscope — The first instrument designed to detect and measure static electricity was the electroscope. You can easily make one.

Be sure the folded foil strip is clean and dry. When you touch a charged object to the wire, the two halves of the foil strip will be given the same charge and will therefore fly apart.
**CONDUCTORS AND INSULATORS**—You can use your electroscope to prove that electrons travel through some materials but not others. Hint: try this on a dry day! Electrons can travel through moist air so the charge on your electroscope will quickly leak away on humid days.

**Electroscope**

- Copper wire
- Tape
- Charged plastic rod
- Charged foil
- Neutral foil
- Wood base
- Nylon cord
- Tape

Touch the charged rod to the wire and the electroscope will respond.

The electroscope will not respond when the charged rod touches the nylon cord.

This demonstration shows that electrons can travel through some materials but not others. Materials through which electrons travel are conductors. Materials through which electrons travel poorly or not at all are insulators.

Conductors include silver, gold, iron, copper, etc.

Insulators include glass, plastic, rubber, wood, etc.
ELECTRICAL CURRENT

THE CONDUCTOR - INSULATOR DEMONSTRATION ILLUSTRATES TWO OTHER IMPORTANT POINTS:

1. AN IMMOBILE STATIC CHARGE FLOWS THROUGH A CONDUCTOR AS AN ELECTRICAL CURRENT, IT THEN RESUMES ITS STATIC STATE ON THE ELECTROSCOPE FOIL LEAVES.

2. ELECTRICAL CURRENT FLOWS FROM A REGION OF HIGH CHARGE OR POTENTIAL TO A REGION OF LOW POTENTIAL.

THE MAGNETIC CONNECTION - A CURRENT FLOWING THROUGH A WIRE CREATES A MAGNETIC FIELD AROUND THE WIRE. YOU CANNOT SEE THE FIELD, BUT YOU CAN OBSERVE ITS EFFECT.

Orient a compass so its needle points to the north (N) mark.
Place a copper wire over and parallel to the needle. Then connect a flashlight cell across the wire and the needle will move away from its north-south orientation. (Leave the wire connected for only an instant to prevent the cell from overheating!)

MEASURING CURRENT ELECTRICITY:

The physical (or mechanical) motion of a magnetic compass needle in a magnetic field provides a convenient way to measure the quantity of current flowing in a wire. This is the basis of the moving coil current meter used in the analog multimeter. To provide high sensitivity, the wire is wrapped as a coil.

P. 26
DIRECT CURRENT ELECTRICITY

An electrical current can flow in either of two directions through a conductor. If it flows in only one direction, whether steadily or in pulses, it's called direct current (DC). It's important to be able to specify the quantity and power of a direct current. Here are the key terms:

- **Current (I)** — Current is the quantity of electrons passing a given point. The unit of current is the ampere. One ampere is 6,280,000,000,000,000,000 (6.28 x 10^18) electrons passing a point in one second.

- **Voltage (V or E)** — Voltage is electrical pressure or force. Voltage is sometimes referred to as potential. Voltage drop is the difference in voltage between the two ends of a conductor through which current is flowing. If we compare current to water flowing through a pipe, then voltage is the water pressure.

- **Power (P)** — The work performed by an electrical current is called power. The unit of power is the watt. The power of a direct current is its voltage times its current.

- **Resistance (R)** — Conductors are not perfect. They resist to some degree the flow of current. The unit of resistance is the ohm (Ω). A potential difference of one volt will force a current of one ampere through a resistance of one ohm. The resistance of a conductor is its voltage drop divided by the current flowing through the conductor.

Mr. Ohm's Law — Given you can find the other two using these formulas known as Ohm's Law:

\[ V = I \times R \]
\[ I = \frac{V}{R} \]
\[ R = \frac{V}{I} \]
\[ P = V \times I \text{ (or) } I^2 \times R \]

We'll refer to Ohm's Law rotating turbine (power) later in this book...
USING DIRECT CURRENT

There are so many uses for direct current electricity no single book can describe them all. Here's a page of several designed around a single wire coil you can easily make from a 1-1/2 to 3-inch section of a soda straw and at least 30-feet of 30 gauge, lacquer coated wire. Secure the coil in place with tape. Remove insulation from ends of coil with fine sand paper.

- Electromagnet — Insert a steel nail in the coil, connect the leads to a 9-volt battery, and the nail will become a magnet until the power is disconnected. (It may retain some magnetism.)

- Solenoid — This is a "sucking magnet." Apply power to coil and nail will be pulled rapidly inside.

- Motor — Maybe not your idea of a motor, but this elegant apparatus qualifies under the dictionary definition. Use a light weight nail, secure one coil lead to nail, adjust height of coil until nail jumps up and down.

Assignment: Explain in 25 words or less how this thing actually works...
MAKING DIRECT CURRENT ELECTRICITY

A surprising number of ways exist for producing direct current. Here are the biggies:

- **Chemical Generators—Electrolytes** are chemical solutions that contain many ions. For example, dissolve table salt in water and the salt will break down into positive sodium ions and negative chlorine ions. If two dissimilar metal plates are immersed in the salt solution, the positive ions will migrate toward one plate and the negative ions will migrate toward the other. If the two plates are connected together by a conductor, a current will flow through the solution (as ions) and the conductor (as electrons). This kind of generator is called a wet cell, cells in which the electrolyte is absorbed by paper or formed into a paste are called dry cells. Here are some chemical generators you can make. Have fun!

![Diagram of a lemon battery](image)

- **Nail**
- **Copper foil** or PC board
- **Zinc**

**Fresh Lemon**

+ Hobby shop

- **Plastic film holder**
- **Lemon juice**

**Zinc or Magnesium**

+ **Paper towel**

- **Copper foil**
- **Salt paper (paper towel + salt water)**

OK to dry paper and activate with water...

**Silver coin (+)**

**Connect two or more cells in series to form a battery with total voltage equal to sum of cell voltages.**
ELECTROMAGNETIC GENERATORS—A CURRENT FLOWING THROUGH A CONDUCTOR ESTABLISHES A MAGNETIC FIELD AROUND THE CONDUCTOR. THIS EFFECT WORKS BOTH WAYS SO THAT A CURRENT WILL FLOW IN A CONDUCTOR WHICH IS MOVED THROUGH A MAGNETIC FIELD. YOU CAN EASILY DEMONSTRATE ELECTROMAGNETIC CURRENT GENERATION WITH A COIL OF WIRE AND A SMALL MAGNET. (THE COIL SHOWN ON PAGE 15 WORKS FINE.) CONNECT THE LEADS OF THE COIL TO A METER DESIGNED TO SENSE MICROAMPERES. INSERT A STEEL NAIL THROUGH THE COIL AND STROKE THE MAGNET BACK AND FORTH ACROSS THE COIL. THE METER WILL INDICATE A FEW MICROAMPERES EACH STROKE. THE POLARITY (DIRECTION) OF THE CURRENT WILL REVERSE ON THE BACK STROKES. WANT A READY-MADE GENERATOR? JUST ROTATE THE SHAFT OF A SMALL DC MOTOR. MOST SUCH MOTORS WILL PRODUCE A POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE OF UP TO SEVERAL VOLTS. YOU CAN ADD A PROPELLER TO MAKE A WIND POWERED GENERATOR.

THERMODELECTRIC GENERATORS—IF A JUNCTION OF TWO DISSIMILAR METALS IS HEATED, A CURRENT WILL BE PRODUCED. COPPER WIRE WRAPPED AROUND THE END OF A STEEL NAIL WILL GENERATE A FEW THOUSANDS OF A VOLT WHEN HEATED BY THE FLAME OF A MATCH. JUNCTIONS LIKE IRON AND CONSTANTAN PRODUCE MUCH HIGHER VOLTAGES. (THIS IS THE SEEBECK EFFECT.)
ALTERNATING CURRENT ELECTRICITY

Look back at the homemade coil and magnet "generator" on the preceding page. When the magnet is stroked in one direction along the coil, electrons in the wire are moved in one direction and a direct current is produced on the back stroke, unless the magnet is moved away from the coil, the direction of current flow is reversed. Therefore, if the magnet is stroked back and forth along the coil, a current which alternates in direction or polarity is produced. It's called an alternating current. Alternating current (AC) is usually produced by rotating a coil in a magnetic field.

Rotating coil voltage output AC sine wave

☐ Sine wave measurement—Peak ± AC voltage is usually specified at a value equal to the DC voltage capable of doing the same work. For a sine wave, this value is 0.707 times the peak voltage. It's called the RMS (root-mean-square) voltage. The peak voltage (or current) is 1.41 times the RMS value. Household line voltage is specified according to its RMS value. Therefore, a household voltage of 120-volts corresponds to a peak voltage of 120 × 1.41 or 169.2-volts.

☐ Why AC is used—AC is better suited than DC for transmission through long distance power lines. A wire carrying AC will induce a current in a nearby wire. This is the principle behind the transformer.
MEASURING AC AND DC

You can easily measure AC and DC voltage and current with an instrument called the multimeter. Analog multimeters use a moving coil meter. Digital multimeters have a digital readout. The multimeter is the single most important electronic test instrument.

- **Analog Multimeter** - Less expensive, somewhat less precise than digital types. Best by far for analog types. Best for observing the trend of a slowly changing voltage or current, or resistance.

- **Digital Multimeter** - Highly accurate and easier to read than analog types. Best for finding the precise value of a voltage, current, or resistance.

**Summing Up Multimeters** - They're indispensable! Even if you have only a passing interest, you should consider buying one because it has many uses in the home, on the job, and when working with appliances and motor vehicles. If you're serious about electronics, consider buying a quality high-impedance multimeter that will have little or no effect on the device or circuit you're measuring. Ideally, you should have both the analog and digital types.

ELECTRICAL SAFETY

Electricity can kill! If you want to be around long enough to enjoy experimenting with electronics, always treat electricity, wire, and the respect it deserves. We'll look at safety again later.
AN ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT IS ANY ARRANGEMENT THAT PERMITS A ELECTRICAL CURRENT TO FLOW. A CIRCUIT CAN BE AS SIMPLE AS A BATTERY CONNECTED TO A LAMP OR AS COMPLICATED AS A DIGITAL COMPUTER.

A BASIC CIRCUIT - THIS BASIC CIRCUIT CONSISTS OF A SOURCE OF ELECTRICAL CURRENT (A BATTERY), A LAMP, AND TWO CONNECTION WIRES. THE PART OF A CIRCUIT WHICH PERFORMS WORK IS CALLED THE LOAD. HERE THE LOAD IS THE LAMP. IN OTHER CIRCUITS THE LOAD ELECTRON FLOW CAN BE A MOTOR, A HEATING ELEMENT, AN ELECTROMAGNET, ETC.

A SERIES CIRCUIT - A CIRCUIT MAY INCLUDE MORE THAN ONE COMPONENT (SWITCH, LAMP, MOTOR, ETC). A SERIES CIRCUIT IS FORMED WHEN CURRENT FLOWING THROUGH ONE COMPONENT FIRST FLOWS THROUGH ANOTHER (ARROWS SHOW)
Circuit Diagrams — Thus far the electrical circuits shown in this book have been illustrated in pictorial form. Pictorial versions of circuits will be used in the next several chapters as well. Later in the book the pictorials will be replaced by circuit diagrams. In a circuit diagram pictorial views of components are replaced by component symbols.

Component Symbols

Electrical "Short" Circuit — When a wire or other conductor is placed across the connections of a component, some or all of any current in the circuit may take a shortcut through the conductor. "Short" circuits such as this are usually undesirable. At best, they can cause batteries to rapidly lose their capacity, and they can cause damage to wiring and components. "Short" circuits can even cause enough heat to ignite the insulation on a wire! Caution: The human body conducts electricity. Therefore carelessly touching an electrical circuit may cause a "short" circuit. If the voltage and current are high enough, you may receive a dangerous or even lethal shock.

Electrical "Ground" — One of the wires of the AC line is connected to earth by a metal rod. Metal enclosures of electrically powered devices are connected to this ground wire. This prevents a shock hazard should a non-grounded wire make contact with the metal enclosure. Without the ground connection, a person touching the device while standing on the ground or a wet floor might receive a dangerous shock.

Ground also refers to the point in a circuit at zero voltage, whether or not it's connected to ground. For instance, the minus (-) side of the battery in the circuits above and on the preceding page can be considered ground.

This is ground (0 volts) with respect to +11/2 V and -11/2 V. Ground symbol:
PULSES, WAVES, SIGNALS AND NOISE

Electronics is the study and application of electrons, their behaviour and their effects. The simplest applications for electrons are straightforward AC and DC circuits, in which a current is used to power lamps, electromagnets, motors, solenoids and similar devices. What takes electronics far beyond these basic applications is the ease with which streams of electrons can be controlled and manipulated.

This simple circuit is really more useful than it first appears because it can send information by converting a planned sequence of switch closures into flashes of light.

The flashes of the lamp can be represented by a diagram like this...

Patterns of flashes or pulses like these can represent complex information like speech, or speech can be transformed into proportional variations in the brightness of a lamp. Here's a simple way to send voice over a beam of reflected light:

The light intensity represents the voice signal.
PULSES — A PULSE IS A SUDDEN, BRIEF INCREASE OR DECREASE IN A CURRENT FLOW. THE IDEAL PULSE WOULD HAVE AN INSTANTANEOUS RISE AND FALL, BUT REAL PULSES ARE NOT SO IDEAL.

TYPICAL 100% PULSES 90% ——— REAL PULSE ——— RISE TIME FALL TIME "RINGING"

WAVES — A WAVE IS A PERIODIC FLUCTUATION IN A CURRENT OR VOLTAGE. WAVES MAY HAVE A SINGLE POLARITY (DC) OR BOTH POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE COMPONENTS (AC). THERE ARE MANY KINDS OF WAVES, HERE ARE A FEW:

AC SINE WAVE DC SINE WAVE DC + SINE WAVE AC SQUARE WAVE

AC TRIANGLE WAVE DC RAMP COMPLEX SINE WAVE VOICE

SIGNS — A SIGNAL IS A PERIODIC WAVEFORM THAT CONVEYS INFORMATION. THE PROCESS THAT GENERATES THE WAVEFORM IS CALLED MODULATION. SIGNALS CAN BE AC, DC OR AC RIDING ON A DC LEVEL. THEIR ENEMY IS...

NOISE — ALL ELECTRONIC DEVICES AND CIRCUITS GENERATE SMALL, RANDOM ELECTRICAL CURRENTS. WHEN THESE CURRENTS ARE UNWANTED, THEY'RE CALLED NOISE. NOISE CAN ALSO ENTER ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS BY MEANS OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES GENERATED BY LIGHTNING, AUTOMOBILE IGNITION SYSTEMS, ELECTRIC MOTORS AND POWER LINES. WHILE NOISE MAY HAVE A LEVEL OF ONLY A FEW MILLIONTHS OF A VOLT OR AMPERE, IT MAY EASILY OBSCURE AN EQUALLY LOW LEVEL SIGNAL.

NOISE + SIGNAL = NOISY SIGNAL  NOISE + SIGNAL = ???
2. ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

Dozens of different families of parts and components block, carry, control, select, steer, switch, store, manipulate, replicate, modulate and exploit an electrical current. Those that use semiconducting crystals are so important we'll devote an entire chapter to them. You'll find just about all the remaining parts you should know about in this chapter.

WIRE AND CABLE

Used to carry an electrical current, most wire is made from a low resistance metal like copper. Solid wire is a single conductor. Stranded wire is two or more twisted or braided bare conductors. Most wire is protected by an insulating covering of plastic, rubber or lacquer. Wire which has been tinned is easier to solder.

### SPECIFICATIONS FOR BARE COPPER WIRE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAUGE</th>
<th>DIAMETER (INCHES)</th>
<th>FEET/POUND</th>
<th>FEET/OMH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.05082</td>
<td>127.9</td>
<td>249.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.04030</td>
<td>203.4</td>
<td>154.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.03196</td>
<td>323.4</td>
<td>98.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.02535</td>
<td>614.2</td>
<td>41.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.02010</td>
<td>877.7</td>
<td>38.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.01594</td>
<td>1300.0</td>
<td>24.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.01264</td>
<td>2067.0</td>
<td>15.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.01003</td>
<td>3287.0</td>
<td>9.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cables have one or more conductors and more insulation than ordinary wire. Coaxial cable can carry high frequency signals (like television).

Warning! Always use wire rated for the current it is to carry. If a wire is hot to the touch, it's carrying too much current. Use a heavier gauge wire or reduce the current. Otherwise...

$\$ $\$ $\$ (or) $\$ (or) $\$ (or)
SWITCHES

Mechanical switches permit or interrupt the flow of current. They are also used to direct current to various points.

The basic knife switch — the simplest switch...

Open: ✂️ Closed: ✂️

Various switch symbols: ▶️ ▶️

This is called an SPST (single-pole, single-throw) switch.

Multiple contact switches — here are symbols for the major kinds:

SPST — ▶️ DPDT — ▶️ ▶️

DPST — ▶️ ▶️

(The dashed line means SPST — single-pole, double-throw DPST — double-pole, single-throw both sides move together) DPDT — double-pole, double-throw

Other switches —

Pushbutton. Usually SPST, normally open (NO) or normally closed (NC).

NO — ▼ — NC — ▼

Rotary. Wafer-like with one pole and 2 or more contacts. Wafers can be stacked to provide more poles. Many variations are possible.


Other. Many kinds of toggle, rocker, lever, slide, push-on/push-off, illuminated and other switches are available.
RELAYS

A relay is an electromagnetic switch. A small current flowing through a coil in the relay creates a magnetic field that pulls one switch contact against or away from another.

\[\text{Fixed contacts} \quad \text{Movable contact} \]
\[\text{Contact leads} \quad \text{Return spring} \]
\[\text{Moving contact lead} \quad \text{Coil leads} \]

\[\text{Relay symbol} - \text{The arrangement of contacts can provide SPST, SPDT, DPST, DPDT and other switch operations.} \]

\[\text{This is the symbol for a relay with SPOT contacts.} \]

\[\text{Reed switch relays - An enclosed glass tube housing a pair of closely spaced switch contacts is a reed switch. A magnetic field will close the contacts, this makes possible a very simple SPST relay.} \]

\[\text{Switch contacts} \quad \text{Coil} \]
\[\text{Magnet} \quad \text{Reed switch} \]

MOVING COIL METER

A coil on a pivot between the poles of a U-shaped magnet will rotate when a current is passed through the coil. This is the principle of the moving coil meter.
MICROPHONES AND SPEAKERS

A MICROPHONE CONVERTS SOUND WAVE VARIATIONS INTO CORRESPONDING VARIATIONS IN AN ELECTRICAL CURRENT. THE SOUND WAVE VARIATIONS ARE FIRST CONVERTED TO BACK-AND-FORTH MOVEMENTS OF A FLEXIBLE FILM OR FOIL CALLED A DIAPHRAGM. THESE MOVEMENTS THEN CAUSE VARIATIONS IN AN ELECTRICAL CURRENT BY ANY OF THE FOLLOWING MEANS:

☐ CARBON—MOVEMENT OF THE DIAPHRAGM CHANGES THE PRESSURE APPLIED TO A CAPSULE OF CARBON PARTICLES. THIS CAUSES PROPORTIONAL CHANGES IN THE RESISTANCE OF THE CAPSULE.

☐ DYNAMIC—A SMALL COIL IS MOVED THROUGH A MAGNETIC FIELD AS THE DIAPHRAGM MOVES. THIS CAUSES A PROPORTIONAL OUTPUT CURRENT TO BE GENERATED.

☐ CONDENSER—THE MOVING DIAPHRAGM ALTERS THE DISTANCE BETWEEN TWO METAL PLATES. THE RESULT IS A PROPORTIONAL CHANGE IN THE CAPACITANCE OF THE PLATES.

☐ CRYSTAL—A WAFER OF PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIAL (WHICH PRODUCES A VOLTAGE WHEN BENT BY THE PRESSURE OF SOUND WAVES) FORMS THE DIAPHRAGM OR IS MECHANICALLY LINKED TO THE DIAPHRAGM.

A SPEAKER CONVERTS VARIATIONS IN A CURRENT OR VOLTAGE INTO SOUND WAVES. THE TWO MOST COMMON SPEAKERS ARE:

☐ MAGNETIC—SIMILAR IN PRINCIPLE TO A DYNAMIC MICROPHONE. IN FACT, A MAGNETIC SPEAKER CAN BE USED AS A MICROPHONE.

☐ CRYSTAL—SIMILAR IN PRINCIPLE TO A CRYSTAL MICROPHONE. A CRYSTAL SPEAKER CAN DOUBLE AS A MICROPHONE.
RESISTORS

RESISTORS come in dozens of sizes and shapes but they all do the same thing: limit current. More about that later. First, let's see how a typical resistor is made:

*OR RESIST

**Typical Carbon Composition Resistor**

- **Outgoing Current**
- **Incoming Current**
- **Wire Lead**
- **Carbon Composition**
- **Protective Housing**
- **Color Code Bands**

"Carbon Composition" is just a fancy way of describing powdered carbon mixed with a glue-like binder. This kind of resistor is easy to make, and its resistance can be changed from one resistor to the next simply by changing the ratio of carbon particles to binder. More carbon gives less resistance.

**Do-It-Yourself Resistors** — you can make a resistor by drawing a line with a soft lead pencil on a sheet of paper. Measure the resistance of the line or points along it by touching the probes of a multimeter to the line. Be sure to set the multimeter to its highest resistance scale. The resistance of a single line may be too high to measure. If so, draw over the line a dozen or so times. Here's what I measured:

![Pencil Line Diagram]

- 412,000 Ohms
- 1,800,000 Ohms
- 3,460,000 Ohms
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RESISTOR COLOR CODE — SEE THOSE COLOR CODE BANDS ON THE RESISTOR PICTORIAL? IN REAL LIFE THEY'RE KIND OF PRETTY, BUT THEY HAVE A FAR MORE IMPORTANT PURPOSE: THEY INDICATE THE RESISTANCE OF THE RESISTOR THEY DECORATE.

HERE'S HOW:

COLOR CODE BANDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLOR</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3 (MULTIPLIER)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BLACK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROWN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RED</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORANGE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YELLOW</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREEN</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIOLET</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAY</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITE</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>(NONE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: SOMETIMES THERE'S A FOURTH BAND, IT INDICATES THE TOLERANCE OF THE RESISTOR:

- GOLD = ± 5%
- SILVER = ± 10%
- NONE = ± 20%

* OR ACCURACY

LOOKS COMPLICATED THE FIRST TIME... BUT YOU'LL QUICKLY LEARN HOW TO USE IT. FOR EXAMPLE, WHAT'S THE RESISTANCE OF A RESISTOR COLOR CODED YELLOW, VIOLET AND RED? YELLOW IS THE FIRST COLOR SO THE FIRST NUMBER IS 4, VIOLET IS THE SECOND COLOR SO THE SECOND NUMBER IS 7, SINCE THE THIRD COLOR IS RED, THE MULTIPLIER IS 100. THEREFORE, THE RESISTANCE IS 47 × 100 OR 4,700 OHMS. NO FOURTH COLOR BAND MEANS THE ACTUAL RESISTANCE IS 4,700 ± 20%. 20% OF 4,700 IS 940. THEREFORE, THE ACTUAL VALUE IS BETWEEN 3760 AND 5640 OHMS.

SUBSTITUTING RESISTORS — WHAT IF YOU NEED A 4,700-OHM RESISTOR BUT CAN ONLY FIND A 4,800-OHM UNIT? YOU CAN ALMOST ALWAYS USE ANY VALUE WITHIN 10 OR 20% OF THE REQUIRED VALUE SO GO AHEAD AND USE IT. IF A PARTICULAR CIRCUIT REQUIRES MORE ACCURACY IT WILL TELL YOU. OF COURSE YOU CAN BUILD UP CUSTOM RESISTANCES BY CONNECTING TWO OR MORE RESISTORS IN SERIES OR IN PARALLEL. MORE ABOUT THAT LATER.
Resistor Substitution Precautions — Resistors that conduct lots of current can become very hot! Therefore, always use resistors having the proper power rating. If a project you're building doesn't specify the power rating for its resistors, it's usually OK to use 1/4 or 1/2 watt units.

Some Resistor Shorthand — Often you'll see resistors designated with a k or m suffix, like 47k or 10m. k means kilo, after the Greek word for 1,000. Therefore, 47k means 47 x 1,000 or 47,000. m is short for megohm or 1,000,000 ohms. Therefore a 1m resistor has a resistance of 1 x 1,000,000 or 1,000,000 ohms. Summing up...

K = x 1,000 (47k = 47 x 1,000 = 47,000 ohms)

M = x 1,000,000 (2.2m = 2.2 x 1,000,000 = 2,200,000 ohms)

Other Kinds of Resistors — The Carbon Composition Resistor is only one of several major kinds of resistors. Here are others:

Metal Film Resistors. Various kinds of resistors that use a thin film of metal or a metal particle mixture to achieve various resistances.

Carbon Film Resistors. These are made by depositing a carbon film on a small ceramic cylinder. A spiral groove cut into the film controls the length of carbon between the leads, hence the resistance.

Wire-Wound Resistors. These consist of a tubular form wrapped with coils of resistance wire. They are very accurate and can take lots of heat.

Photoresistors. Also called photocells, made from a light sensitive material like cadmium sulfide. Increasing the light level decreases the resistance. More about this later.

Thermistors. This is a temperature sensitive resistor. Increasing the temperature decreases the resistance (in most cases).
**VARIABLE RESISTORS** — Often it's necessary to change the resistance of a resistor. Variable resistors are called potentiometers. They are used to alter the volume of a radio, change the brightness of a lamp, adjust the calibration of a meter, etc. Trimmers are potentiometers equipped with a plastic thumbwheel or a slot for a screwdriver blade. They are designed for occasional adjustment.

**Resistor Symbols:**

![Resistor Symbols Image]

- Fixed Resistor
- Potentiometer
- Thermistor
- Photoresistor

**How Resistors Are Used**

**Series Circuit** — Often resistors are connected in series like this:

\[
R_T = R_1 + R_2
\]

The total resistance is simply the sum of the individual resistances.

**Parallel Circuit** — Resistors can also be connected in parallel like this:

\[
R_T = \frac{R_1 \times R_2}{R_1 + R_2}
\]

For three or more in parallel, go find your calculator because...

\[
R_T = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{R_1} + \frac{1}{R_2} + \frac{1}{R_3} + \ldots\ldots}
\]

**Voltage Division** — Super important! \(V_{out}\) is determined by ratio of \(R_1\) and \(R_2\). Here's the formula:

\[
V_{out} = V_{in} \left(\frac{R_2}{R_1 + R_2}\right)
\]
CAPACITORS

There are many kinds of capacitors, but they all do the same thing: store electrons. The simplest capacitor is two conductors separated by an insulating material called the dielectric, like this:

The dielectric can be paper, plastic film, mica, glass, ceramic, air, or a vacuum. The plates can be aluminum discs, aluminum foil or a thin film of metal applied to opposite sides of a solid dielectric. The conductor-dielectric-conductor sandwich can be rolled into a cylinder or left flat. More about types of capacitors later.

HOW TO MAKE A CAPACITOR

You can make a capacitor from two sheets of aluminum foil and one sheet of waxed paper. Fold the paper around one foil sheet and stack the sheets like this:

Then fold the sheets like this:

Be sure the foil sheets don’t touch! Press the contacts of a 9-volt battery briefly to the exposed ends of the foil sheets. Then touch the probes of a high-impedance multimeter to the foil sheets. The meter will indicate a small voltage for a few seconds. The voltage will then fall to zero.
CHARGING A CAPACITOR — THE MINUS SIDE OF OUR HOMEMADE CAPACITOR IS CHARGED WITH ELECTRONS ALMOST IMMEDIATELY. SINCE RESISTORS LIMIT CURRENT YOU CAN SLOW DOWN THE CHARGING TIME BY PLACING A RESISTOR BETWEEN THE CAPACITOR AND THE 9-VOLT BATTERY:

Here's a graph of the charging time:

DISCHARGING A CAPACITOR — THE ELECTRONS IN A CHARGED CAPACITOR WILL GRADUALLY LEAK THROUGH THE DIELECTRIC UNTIL BOTH PLATES HAVE AN EQUAL CHARGE. THE CAPACITOR IS THEN DISCHARGED. THE CAPACITOR CAN BE DISCHARGED VERY QUICKLY BY CONNECTING ITS PLATES TOGETHER, OR IT CAN BE DISCHARGED MORE SLOWLY BY CONNECTING A RESISTOR ACROSS IT:

Here's a graph of the discharge time:

SPECIFYING CAPACITORS — THE ABILITY TO STORE ELECTRONS IS KNOWN AS CAPACITANCE. CAPACITANCE IS SPECIFIED IN FARADS. A 1-FARAD CAPACITOR CONNECTED TO A 1-VOLT SUPPLY WILL STORE 6,280,000,000,000,000,000 (6.28 x 10^18) ELECTRONS! MOST CAPACITORS HAVE MUCH SMALLER VALUES. SMALL CAPACITORS ARE SPECIFIED IN PICOFARADS (TRILLIONTHS OF A FARAD) AND LARGER CAPACITORS ARE SPECIFIED IN MICROFARADS (MILLIONTHS OF A FARAD). SUMMING UP:

1-FARAD = 1 F
1-MICROFARAD = 1 μF = 10^-6 F = 0.000 000 1 F
1-PICOFARAD = 1 pF = 10^-12 F = 0.000 000 000 001 F

SUBSTITUTING CAPACITORS — THE CAPACITANCE SPECIFIED FOR MOST CAPACITORS MAY BE FROM 5 TO 100% AWAY FROM THE ACTUAL VALUE. THEREFORE, YOU CAN OFTEN SUBSTITUTE CLOSE VALUES FOR A SPECIFIED VALUE. BE SURE, HOWEVER, TO USE A CAPACITOR RATED AT THE EXPECTED MAXIMUM VOLTAGE LEVEL!
**Capacitor Substitution Precautions** — You must make sure the capacitor you plan to use meets or exceeds the required voltage rating. Otherwise, its dielectric may be zapped by the stored charge. The voltage rating is usually printed on the capacitor. V means volts. VV is working volts (same thing).

**Kinds of Capacitors** — Capacitors are often labeled according to their dielectric. Thus, you'll see references to ceramic, mica, polystyrene and many others. All these are fixed value capacitors. Some capacitors have a variable capacity and a special class of fixed capacitors has much more capacity than other capacitors. Here's more:

Variable capacitors. These usually have one or more non-moving plates and one or more moving plates. The capacitance is changed by rotating a rod affixed to one side of the movable plates.

This kind is used to tune radio receivers and transmitters. The dielectric used in digital watches is usually air. They're small.

Electrolytic capacitors. Unique in that a thin oxide layer formed on aluminum or tantalum foil is the dielectric. Much higher capacitance than non-electrolytic types. Tantalum units have more capacitance per volume and a longer life than aluminum electrolytics, but they cost more. Most electrolytics are polarized. They must be connected into a circuit in the proper direction:

Positive lead must go to most positive connection point!
CAPACITOR SYMBOLS:

- **Fixed**
- **Variable**

**WARNING!** Capacitors can store a charge for a considerable time after the power to them has been switched off. This charge can be dangerous! A large electrolytic charged to only 5 or 10 volts can melt the tip of a screwdriver placed across its terminals! High voltage capacitors like those used in television sets and photoflash units can store a lethal charge! Never touch the leads of such a capacitor. At the very least the jolt can throw you across a room!

**How Capacitors Are Used**

**Parallel Circuit** - Often capacitors are connected in parallel like this:

The total capacitance is the sum of the individual capacitances.

\[ C_T = C_1 + C_2 \]

**Series Circuit** - Sometimes capacitors are connected in series like this:

The total capacitance is the product of the two capacitances divided by their sum.

\[ C_T = \frac{C_1 \times C_2}{C_1 + C_2} \]

Three or more capacitors in series? Here's the formula:

\[ C_T = \frac{1}{\frac{1}{C_1} + \frac{1}{C_2} + \frac{1}{C_3} \ldots} \]

**And More** - There are many other ways to use capacitors, some of which are shown next...
RESISTOR AND CAPACITOR APPLICATIONS

RESISTORS AND CAPACITORS ARE THE KEY INGREDIENTS OF MANY ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS. HERE ARE SOME REASONS WHY:

- POWER SUPPLY FILTER: A CAPACITOR WILL SMOOTH (FILTER) THE PULSATING VOLTAGE FROM A POWER SUPPLY INTO A STEADY DIRECT CURRENT (DC).

- SPIKE REMOVER: DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS, WHICH WE'LL FIND OUT MORE ABOUT LATER, CAN USE LOTS OF CURRENT MOMENTARILY WHEN THEY SWITCH FROM OFF TO ON OR VICE VERSA. THIS CAN CAUSE VERY BRIEF BUT SUBSTANTIAL REDUCTIONS IN POWER APPLIED TO NEARBY CIRCUITS. THESE POWER SPIKES (OR GLITCHES, AS THEY ARE SOMETIMES CALLED) CAN BE ELIMINATED BY PLACING A SMALL (0.1 µF) CAPACITOR ACROSS THE POWER LEADS OF THE LOGIC CIRCUIT:

- AC-DC SELECTIVE FILTER: OFTEN AN ELECTRICAL SIGNAL WILL BE RIDING ATOP A STEADY DC SIGNAL. FOR EXAMPLE, THE SIGNAL FROM A LIGHTWAVE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MAY LOOK LIKE THIS WHEN IT'S DARK: BUT SUNLIGHT CAUSES THIS:

A CAPACITOR WILL PASS THE FLUCTUATING SIGNAL AND COMpletely BLOCK THE STEADY DC LEVEL.
RC CIRCUITS—TWO CIRCUITS THAT COMBINE A RESISTOR (R) AND CAPACITOR (C) ARE VERY IMPORTANT. THEY ARE THE INTEGRATOR AND DIFFERENTIATOR. BOTH THESE CIRCUITS ARE USED TO RESHAPE AN INCOMING STREAM OF WAVES OR PULSES.

The product of R and C in these circuits is called the RC time constant, for the circuits shown below, the RC time constant (in seconds) is at least ten times the interval between incoming cycles or pulses.

1. INTEGRATOR. HERE'S A BASIC RC INTEGRATOR:

IF THE INPUT PULSES ARE SPEEDED UP, THE OUTPUT WAVEFORMS (OFTEN CALLED A SAWTOOTH) WILL NOT REACH THEIR FULL HEIGHT (AMPLITUDE). IT'S EASY TO DESIGN AN AMPLIFIER THAT IGNORES WAVES WITH LESS THAN A DESIRED AMPLITUDE. THEREFORE, THE INTEGRATOR CAN FUNCTION AS A FILTER WHICH PASSES ONLY SIGNALS BELOW A CERTAIN FREQUENCY.

2. DIFFERENTIATOR. HERE'S A BASIC RC DIFFERENTIATOR:

THIS CIRCUIT PRODUCES SYMMETRICAL OUTPUT WAVES WITH SHARP POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE PEAKS. IT'S USED TO MAKE NARROW PULSE GENERATORS FOR TELEVISION RECEIVERS AND TO TRIGGER DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS.

MORE ABOUT R-C—you will often see references to the RC time constant of a circuit. It's the time in seconds for a charging or discharging capacitor to go through 63.3% of the change in charge.
COILS

Electrons moving through a wire cause an electromagnetic field to encircle the wire. As you know from Chapter 1, passing a current through a wire that's been wrapped as a coil (P.15) creates an even stronger field. This field makes possible solenoids, motors, and electromagnets. Coils have other important roles, too:

1. Coils resist rapid changes in the current flowing through them while freely passing steady (DC) current. Here are some examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIGNAL</th>
<th>IN COIL</th>
<th>OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLOW SINE WAVE</td>
<td>![Waveform]</td>
<td>![Waveform]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST SINE WAVE</td>
<td>![Waveform]</td>
<td>![Waveform]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLOW SQUARE WAVE</td>
<td>![Waveform]</td>
<td>![Waveform]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST SQUARE WAVE</td>
<td>![Waveform]</td>
<td>![Waveform]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sometimes a coil will add ringing to a square wave passing through it. This can happen when the resistance of the external current path that connects the ends of the coil is high.

   ![Waveform]  
   THIS IS RINGING

2. Some of the energy in the field around a coil can be induced (transferred) into a second, nearby coil. This is the principle of the transformer:

   ![Diagram]  
   The input side of the transformer is called the primary. The output side is called the secondary.
Types of Coils—There are Many Different Types of Coils. Here are some of them:

- Tuning Coil: Radios use various coils to help select a desired signal. Tuning coils have a series of taps or a movable core so their inductance*; hence resonant frequency, can be changed.

- Typical Tuning Coil: Core adjustment screw. Terminals opposite to coil winding current changes.

- Antenna Coil: Radios often use a broadly tuned coil to pick up radio signals.

- Typical Antenna Coil: Ferrite core (bar-shaped).

- Choke: Used in many circuits to limit or suppress fluctuating signals while passing a steady current. Chokes are available in many shapes and sizes:

- Transformer: So important we'll devote a complete section to it.

- Applications for Coils—In addition to those already described, coils are used in filters that selectively pass specific frequency bands.

- Caution! A high voltage pulse can be produced in a choke when the current flowing through it is interrupted. Be careful.
TRANSFORMERS

Transformers are a major class of coils having two or more windings usually wrapped around a common core made from laminated iron sheets. Here's a simple transformer:

![Transformer Diagram]

If the current flowing through the primary coil is fluctuating, then a current will be induced into the secondary winding. A steady (DC) current will not be transferred from one coil to the other.

How they work - Transformers have the ability to transform voltage and current to higher or lower levels. They do not, of course, create power from nothing. Therefore, if a transformer boosts the voltage of a signal, it reduces its current. And if it cuts the voltage of a signal, it raises its current. In other words... the power flowing from a transformer cannot exceed the incoming power!

Turns Ratio - The ratio of primary to secondary turns determines a transformer's voltage ratio...

1:1 Ratio

The primary voltage and current are transferred unaltered to the secondary, often called an isolation transformer.

Step-up

The voltage is increased by the turns ratio. Thus a 1:5 turns ratio will boost 5 volts at the primary into 25 volts at the secondary.

Step-down

The voltage is reduced by the turns ratio. Thus a 5:1 turns ratio will drop 25 volts at the primary to 5 volts at the secondary.
Transformer Types and Applications—Here are some of the major transformer types:

**Isolation.**
- Used to isolate different parts of a circuit and to provide protection from electrical shock.

**Standard 1:1 Isolation**

**Power Conversion.**
- Often used to reduce power line voltage to usable level.

**Power Transformer**

**High-Voltage.**
- Used to produce ignition sparks in automotive gasoline engines and also used to power coil TV picture tubes, some lasers, neon lights, etc.

**Audio.**
- Used to match the impedance* of an amplifier to that of a microphone, speaker, or other device.
- *Opposition to the flow of alternating current.

**Tapped Primary and Secondary**
- Note: Leads of transformers are color coded.

**Miniature**
3. SEMICONDUCTORS

The most exciting and important electronic components are made from crystals called semiconductors. Depending on certain conditions, a semiconductor can act like a conductor or an insulator.

Silicon

There are many different semiconducting materials, but silicon, the main ingredient of sand, is the most popular.

A silicon atom has but four electrons in its outermost shell, but it would like to have eight. Therefore, a nucleus silicon atom will link up with four of its neighbors to share electrons:

A cluster of silicon atoms sharing outer electrons forms a regular arrangement called a crystal.

This is a magnified view of a silicon crystal. To keep things simple, only the outer electrons of each atom are shown.

Silicon forms 27.7% of the earth’s crust! Only oxygen is more common. It’s never found in the pure state. When purified, it’s dark gray in color.

Silicon and diamond share the same crystal structure and other properties. But silicon is not transparent.

Silicon can be grown into big boules from molten silicon into wafers for making electronic parts.
**Silicon Recipes** — Pure silicon isn't very useful. That's why silicon makers spice up their silicon recipes with a dash of phosphorus, boron, or other goodies. This is called doping the silicon. When grown into crystals, doped silicon has very useful electronic properties.

**P & N Spiced Silicon Loaf** — Boron, phosphorus, and certain other atoms can join with silicon atoms to form crystals. Here's the catch: a boron atom has only three electrons in its outer shell, and a phosphorus atom has five electrons in its outer shell. Silicon with extra phosphorus electrons is called N-type silicon (N = negative). Silicon with electron deficient boron atoms is called P-type silicon (P = positive).

**P-type Silicon** — A boron atom in a cluster of silicon atoms leaves a vacant electron opening called a hole. It's possible for an electron from a nearby atom to "fall" into the hole. Therefore, the hole has moved to a new location. Remember, holes can move through silicon (just as bubbles move through water).

**N-type Silicon** — A phosphorus atom in a cluster of silicon atoms donates an extra electron. This extra electron can move through the crystal with comparative ease. In other words, N-type silicon can carry an electrical current. But so can P-type silicon! Holes "carry" the current.
THE DIODE

Both p-type and n-type silicon conduct electricity. The resistance of both types is determined by the proportion of holes or surplus electrons. Therefore, both types can function as resistors, and they will conduct electricity in any direction.

By forming some p-type silicon in a chip of n-type silicon, electrons will flow through the silicon in only one direction. This is the principle of the diode. The p-n interface is called the p-n junction.

How the diode works — here’s a simplified explanation of how a diode conducts electricity in one direction (forward) while blocking the flow of current in the opposite direction (reverse).

**Forward Bias**

![Forward Bias Diagram]

- Electron flow
- Holes flow
- Current flows

**Reverse Bias**

![Reverse Bias Diagram]

- No electron flow
- No hole flow
- No current flows

Here the charge from the battery repels holes and electrons toward the junction. Electrons away from the junction attract holes and combine with holes, a current then flows.

If the voltage exceeds the junction, there — e.g., volt (silicon), then electrons will cross the junction and combine with holes, a current then flows.

**A Typical Diode** — diodes are commonly enclosed in small glass cylinders. A dark band marks the cathode terminal. The opposite terminal is the anode.

Cathode

Symbol

Anode

Current flows when anode is more positive than cathode.
**Diode Operation** - You already know a diode is like an electronic one-way valve. It's important to understand some additional aspects of diode operation. Here are some key ones:

1. A diode will not conduct until the forward voltage reaches a certain threshold point. For silicon diodes, this voltage is about 0.6 volt.

   ![Diode Diagram]

   You turn me on!

   You're a big turn-off!

2. If the forward current becomes excessive, the semiconductor chip may crack or melt! And the contacts may separate. If the chip melts, the diode may suddenly conduct in both directions. The resulting heat may vaporize the chip!

3. Too much reverse voltage will cause a diode to conduct in the wrong direction. Since this voltage is fairly high, the sudden current surge may zap the diode.

**Summing up Diode Operation** - This graph sums up diode operation. (It's approximate.)

- $V_F =$ Forward Voltage
- $V_R =$ Reverse Voltage
- $I_F =$ Forward Current
- $I_R =$ Reverse Current

![Diode Operation Graph]
**Types of Diodes** — Many different kinds of diodes are available. Here are some of the major types:

*Small Signal.*

Small signal diodes are used to transform low current AC to DC, detect (demodulate) radio signals, multiply voltage, perform logic, absorb voltage spikes, etc.

*Power Rectifier.*

Functionally identical to small signal diodes, power rectifiers can handle much more current. They are installed in large metal packages that soak up excess heat and transfer it to a metal heat sink, used mainly in power supplies.

*Zener.*

The Zener diode is designed to have a specific reverse breakdown (conduction) voltage. This means Zener diodes can function like a voltage sensitive switch. Zener diodes having breakdown voltages ($V_z$) of from about 2-volts to 200-volts are available.

*Light-Emitting.*

All diodes emit some electromagnetic radiation when forward biased. Diodes made from certain semiconductors (like gallium arsenide phosphide) emit considerably more radiation than silicon diodes. They're called light-emitting diodes (LEDs).

*Photodiode.*

All diodes respond to some degree when illuminated by light. Diodes designed specifically to detect light are called photodiodes. They include a glass or plastic window through which the light enters. Often they have a large, exposed junction region. Silicon makes good photodiodes.
HOW DIODES ARE USED

In Chapter 9, you'll see how various types of diodes are used in many applications. For now, here are two of the most important roles for small signal diodes and rectifiers:

- **Half-Wave Rectifier**

  ![Diagram of a half-wave rectifier]

  An undulating (AC) signal (or voltage) is rectified into a single polarity (DC) signal (or voltage). Half of the signal is blocked.

- **Full-Wave Rectifier**

  ![Diagram of a full-wave rectifier]

  This 4-diode network (or bridge rectifier) rectifies both halves of an AC signal.

MORE ABOUT THE DIRECTION OF CURRENT FLOW

An electrical current is the movement of electrons through a conductor or semiconductor. Since electrons move from a negatively charged to a positively charged region, why does the arrowhead in a diode symbol point in the opposite direction? There are two reasons:

1. **Beginning with Benjamin Franklin, it was traditionally assumed electricity flows from a positively charged to a negatively charged region. The discovery of the electron corrected that. (But most electrical circuit diagrams today still follow the old tradition in which the positive power supply connection is placed above the negative connection as if gravity somehow influences the flow of a current.)**

2. **In a semiconductor, as shown on page 44, holes flow in the direction opposite that of electron flow. It's therefore common to refer to positive current flow in semiconductors.**

For accuracy, in this book, "current flow" refers to electron flow. But we're stuck with symbols that indicate hole flow.
THE TRANSISTOR

TRANSISTORS ARE SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES WITH THREE LEADS. A VERY SMALL CURRENT OR VOLTAGE AT ONE LEAD CAN CONTROL A MUCH LARGER CURRENT FLOWING THROUGH THE OTHER TWO LEADS. THIS MEANS TRANSISTORS CAN BE USED AS AMPLIFIERS AND SWITCHES. THERE ARE TWO MAIN FAMILIES OF TRANSISTORS: BIPOLAR AND FIELD-EFFECT.

BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS

ADD A SECOND JUNCTION TO A PN JUNCTION DIODE AND YOU GET A 3-LAYER SILICON SANDWICH. THE SANDWICH CAN BE EITHER NPN OR PNP. EITHER WAY, THE MIDDLE LAYER ACTS LIKE A FAUCET OR GATE THAT CONTROLS THE CURRENT MOVING THROUGH THE THREE LAYERS.

[Diagram of NPN transistor]

- Bipolar transistor operation - The three layers of a bipolar transistor are the emitter, base, and collector. The base is very thin and has fewer doping atoms than the emitter and collector. Therefore, a very small emitter-base current will cause a much larger emitter-collector current to flow.

[Diagram of circuit with bipolar transistor]
MORE ABOUT BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR OPERATION—DIODES AND TRANSISTORS SHARE SEVERAL KEY FEATURES:

1. THE BASE-EMITTER JUNCTION (OR DIODE) WILL NOT CONDUCT UNTIL THE FORWARD VOLTAGE EXCEEDS 0.6-VOLT.

2. TOO MUCH CURRENT WILL CAUSE A TRANSISTOR TO BECOME HOT AND OPERATE IMPROPERLY. IF A TRANSISTOR IS HOT WHEN TOUCHED, DISCONNECT THE POWER TO IT!

3. TOO MUCH CURRENT OR VOLTAGE MAY DAMAGE OR PERMANENTLY DESTROY THE SEMICONDUCTOR CHIP THAT FORMS A TRANSISTOR. IF THE CHIP ISN'T HARMED, ITS TINY CONNECTION WIRES MAY MELT OR SEPARATE FROM THE CHIP. NEVER CONNECT A TRANSISTOR BACKWARDS!

KINDS OF TRANSISTORS—MANY DIFFERENT KINDS OF TRANSISTORS ARE AVAILABLE. HERE ARE EXAMPLES OF THE MOST IMPORTANT:

SMALL SIGNAL AND SWITCHING.

SMALL SIGNAL TRANSISTORS ARE USED TO AMPLIFY LOW LEVEL SIGNALS. SWITCHING TRANSISTORS ARE DESIGNED TO BE OPERATED FULLY ON OR OFF. SOME TRANSISTORS CAN BOTH AMPLIFY AND SWITCH EQUALLY WELL.

POWER.

POWER TRANSISTORS ARE USED IN HIGH POWER AMPLIFIERS AND POWER SUPPLIES. LARGE SIZE AND EXPOSED METAL SURFACES KEEP THEM COOL.

HIGH-FREQUENCY.

HIGH-FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS OPERATE AT RADIO, TELEVISION AND MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES. THE BASE REGION IS VERY THIN AND THE ACTUAL CHIP IS VERY SMALL.
BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR SYMBOLS — ARROWS POINT IN DIRECTION OF HOLE FLOW.

COLLECTOR (C)

BASE (B)

EMITTER (E)

NPN

PNP

HOW BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS ARE USED

WHEN THE BASE OF AN NPN TRANSISTOR IS GROUNDED (0 VOLS), NO CURRENT FLOWS FROM THE EMITTER TO THE COLLECTOR (THE TRANSISTOR IS "OFF"). IF THE BASE IS FORWARD-BIASED BY AT LEAST 0.6 VOLT, A CURRENT WILL FLOW FROM THE EMITTER TO THE COLLECTOR (THE TRANSISTOR IS "ON"). WHEN OPERATED IN ONLY THESE TWO MODES, THE TRANSISTOR FUNCTIONS AS A SWITCH. IF THE BASE IS FORWARD-BIASED, THE EMITTER-COLLECTOR CURRENT WILL FOLLOW VARIATIONS IN A MUCH SMALLER BASE CURRENT. THE TRANSISTOR THEN FUNCTIONS AS AN AMPLIFIER. THIS DISCUSSION APPLIES TO A TRANSISTOR IN WHICH THE EMITTER IS THE GROUND CONNECTION FOR BOTH THE INPUT AND OUTPUT AND IS CALLED THE COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT. SOME SIMPLIFIED COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUITS ARE SHOWN BELOW, SO YOU CAN SEE HOW THEY ARE USED IN REAL CIRCUITS, EACH EXAMPLE REFERS TO A TYPICAL WORKING APPLICATION IN CHAPTER 9.

A BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR SWITCH

ONLY TWO INPUTS ARE POSSIBLE: GROUND (0 VOLTS) AND THE POSITIVE BATTERY VOLTAGE (+V). THEREFORE THE TRANSISTOR IS OFF OR ON. A TYPICAL BASE RESISTANCE IS 5,000 TO 10,000 OHMS. (IF THE RESISTOR IS REPLACED BY A WIRE, THE LAMP CAN BE SWITCHED ON OR OFF FROM A CONSIDERABLE DISTANCE.)
A Bipolar Transistor DC Amplifier — The Variable Resistor Forward Biases the Transistor and Controls the Input (Base-Emitter) Current. The Meter Indicates the Output (Collector-Emitter) Current. The Series Resistor Protects the Meter from Excessive Current.

In a working circuit, the variable resistor may be in series with a second component having a resistance that varies with temperature, light, moisture, etc. (water is the variable resistance in a moisture meter on p. 104.) When the input signal changes rapidly, an AC Amplifier such as the one below is used.

A Bipolar Transistor AC Amplifier — this is the simplest of several basic AC amplifiers. The load resistor causes the output current to become a voltage (V=I×R).

The input signal must have a d.c. component superimposed on it. This is done by using a d.c. bias resistor in series with the input signal. The bias resistor is selected to give an output voltage of about half the battery voltage. The amplified signal "rides" on this steady output voltage and varies above and below it. (Without the bias resistor, only the positive half of the input signal above 0.6 volt (see p. 45) will be amplified. This will cause severe distortion.) To see one way a working version of this amplifier is used, turn now to p. 122 and look at the output section of the lightwave transmitter.
FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS (OR FETS) HAVE BECOME MORE IMPORTANT THAN BIPOLAR TRANSISTORS. THEY ARE EASY TO MAKE AND REQUIRE LESS SILICON. THERE ARE TWO MAJOR FET FAMILIES, JUNCTION AND METAL-OXIDE-SEMICONDUCTOR. IN BOTH KINDS, AN OUTPUT CURRENT IS CONTROLLED BY A SMALL INPUT VOLTAGE AND PRACTICALLY NO INPUT CURRENT!

JUNCTION FETS

THE TWO MAIN KINDS OF FETS ARE N-CHANNEL AND P-CHANNEL. THE CHANNEL IS LIKE A SILICON RESISTOR THAT CONDUCTS CURRENT MOVING FROM THE SOURCE TO THE DRAIN. A VOLTAGE AT THE GATE INCREASES THE CHANNEL RESISTANCE AND REDUCES THE DRAIN-SOURCE CURRENT. THEREFORE THE FET CAN BE USED AS AN AMPLIFIER OR A SWITCH.

A JUNCTION FET OPERATION—THE ARRANGEMENT BELOW SHOWS HOW AN N-CHANNEL FET WORKS. A NEGATIVE GATE VOLTAGE CREATES TWO HIGH RESISTANCE REGIONS (THE FIELD) IN THE CHANNEL ADJACENT TO THE P-TYPE SILICON. MORE GATE VOLTAGE WILL CAUSE THE FIELDS TO MERGE TOGETHER AND COMPLETELY BLOCK THE CURRENT. THE GATE-CHANNEL RESISTANCE IS VERY HIGH.
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MORE ABOUT JUNCTION FETS — Since they are voltage controlled, junction FETs (or JFETs) have important advantages over current-controlled bipolar transistors:

1. **The Gate-Channel Resistance of a JFET is Very High** (millions of ohms). Therefore, the JFET has little or no effect on external components or circuits connected to its gate.

2. The very high gate-channel resistance means practically no current flows in the gate circuit. (Why is the resistance so high? The gate and channel form a diode. So long as the input signal reverse biases this diode, the gate has very high input resistance.)

3. Like bipolar transistors, JFETs can be damaged or destroyed by excessive current or voltage.

**Kinds of Junction FETs — JFETs are used in many different applications. Since they cannot be used for high power roles, most are installed in small plastic or metal packages. Here are the main categories:**

**Small Signal and Switching.**

![Small Signal JFET]

**Small signal JFETs are used at the input stage of amplifiers to provide a high resistance input. They are also used as switches.**

**High Frequency.**

![High Frequency JFET]

**High frequency JFETs are used to amplify or produce high frequency signals.**

**Junction FET Symbols — Gates internally connected.**

![Junction FET Symbols]

**Source(s) N-Channel** **S** **P-Channel**
METAL-OXIDE-SEMICONDUCTOR FETS

The metal-oxide-semiconductor FET (or MOSFET) has become the most important transistor. Most microcomputer and memory integrated circuits are arrays of thousands of MOSFETs on a small sliver of silicon. Why? MOSFETs are easy to make, they can be very small, and some MOSFET circuits consume negligible power. New kinds of power MOSFETs are also very useful.

MOSFET operation: All MOSFETs are N-type or P-type.

Unlike the junction FET, the gate of a MOSFET has no electrical contact with the source and drain. A glass-like layer of silicon-dioxide (an insulator) separates the gate's metal contact from the rest of the transistor.

A positive gate voltage attracts electrons to the region below the gate. This creates a thin N-type channel in the P-type silicon between the source and drain. Current can then flow through the channel. The gate voltage determines the resistance of the channel.
More about MOSFETs — The input resistance of the MOSFET is the highest of any transistor. This and other factors give MOSFETs important advantages:

1. The gate-channel resistance is almost infinite (typically 1,000,000,000,000,000 ohms). This means the gate pulls no current from external circuits. (Well, it may borrow a few trillionths of an ampere.)

2. MOSFETs can function as voltage-controlled variable resistors. The gate voltage controls channel resistance.

3. New kinds of MOSFETs can switch very high currents in a few billionths of a second.

Caution — Because the glass-like silicon oxide layer below the gate is so thin, it can be pierced by too much voltage or even static electricity. Even the static charge zapped caution generated by clothing or a cellophane MOSFET symbol wrapper can zap the gate of a MOSFET!

Kinds of MOSFETs — Like JFETs, MOSFETs installed in small metal or plastic packages are used to give amplifiers an ultra-high input resistance. They are also used as voltage controlled resistors and switches. The most important category has become:

Power.

Power MOSFETs allow a few volts to switch or amplify many amperes at very fast speeds.

MOSFET Symbols — These are the most common.
HOW FETs ARE USED

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS ARE USED AS AMPLIFIERS, SWITCHES AND VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED RESISTORS. HERE ARE SOME TYPICAL CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENTS.

**A JFET ELECTROMETER — THIS ULTRA-SIMPLE CIRCUIT IS THE ELECTRONIC VERSION OF THE ELECTROSCOPE. THE GATE LEAD OF AN N-CHANNEL JFET IS LEFT DISCONNECTED. NORMALLY A CURRENT FLOWS FROM SOURCE TO DRAIN. WHEN A NEGATIVELY CHARGED OBJECT (LIKE A PLASTIC COMB THAT'S BEEN STROKED THROUGH YOUR HAIR) IS PLACED NEAR THE GATE, THE CURRENT FLOW IS REDUCED OR STOPPED.**

**A MOSFET LAMP DRIVER — THIS CIRCUIT SHOWS HOW A POWER MOSFET CAN BE USED TO SWITCH ON A LAMP OR OTHER DC POWERED DEVICE. SINCE THE POWER MOSFET HAS AN ALMOST INFINITE INPUT RESISTANCE, THE SWITCH CAN BE REPLACED BY A TINY INPUT SIGNAL.**

**A MOSFET LAMP DIMMER — THIS CIRCUIT USES A POWER MOSFET AS A VOLTAGE CONTROLLED RESISTOR.**
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THE UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR

THE UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR (UJT) IS NOT A TRUE TRANSISTOR. IT'S MORE LIKE A DIODE WITH TWO CATHODE CONNECTIONS. IT WORKS LIKE A VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED SWITCH AND DOES NOT AMPLIFY.

UJT OPERATION -
Normally, a small current will flow from base 1 to base 2. When the voltage applied to the emitter reaches a certain threshold (several volts), the UJT switches on and a high current flows from base 1 to the emitter. Below the threshold voltage, no current flows from base 1 to the emitter.

UJT SYMBOL -
The symbol for the UJT resembles that of a JFET.

HOW UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTORS ARE USED
This arrangement allows a UJT to flash a light-emitting diode (LED). Current flows into the capacitor until the UJT's trigger voltage is reached. The current in the capacitor is then "dumped" through the LED. The LED glows until the capacitor is discharged. The charge-discharge cycle then repeats.
THE THYRISTOR

THYRISTORS ARE SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES WITH THREE LEADS. A SMALL CURRENT AT ONE LEAD WILL ALLOW A MUCH LARGER CURRENT TO FLOW THROUGH THE OTHER TWO LEADS. THE CONTROLLED CURRENT IS EITHER ON OR OFF. THEREFORE THYRISTORS DO NOT AMPLIFY FLUCTUATING SIGNALS LIKE TRANSISTORS DO. INSTEAD THEY ARE SOLID-STATE SWITCHES. THERE ARE TWO FAMILIES OF THYRISTORS, SILICON-CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS (SCRS) AND TRIACS. SCRS SWITCH DIRECT CURRENT AND TRIACS SWITCH ALTERNATING CURRENT.

SILICON-CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS (SCRS)

THE SCR IS SIMILAR TO A BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR WITH A FOURTH LAYER AND THEREFORE THREE PN JUNCTIONS. IT IS SOMETIMES CALLED A 4-LAYER PNPN DIODE SINCE IT Passes A CURRENT IN ONLY ONE DIRECTION.

SCR OPERATION — IF THE ANODE OF AN SCR IS MADE MORE POSITIVE THAN THE CATHODE THE TWO OUTER MOST PN JUNCTIONS ARE FORWARD BIASED. THE MIDDLE PN JUNCTION, HOWEVER, IS REVERSE BIASED AND CURRENT CANNOT FLOW. A SMALL GATE CURRENT FORWARD BIASES THE MIDDLE PN JUNCTION AND ALLOWS A MUCH LARGER CURRENT TO FLOW THROUGH THE DEVICE. THE SCR STAYS ON EVEN IF THE GATE CURRENT IS REMOVED! (UNTIL POWER IS DISCONNECTED.)
KINDS OF SCRS—SCRS ARE CATEGORIZED ACCORDING TO THE CURRENT THEY CAN SWITCH. HERE ARE THREE GENERAL CATEGORIES (MANY OTHER CASE STYLES ARE AVAILABLE):

LOW CURRENT.

LOW CURRENT SCRS INCLUDE THOSE THAT SWITCH UP TO 1-AMPERE AT UP TO 100-VOLTS.

MEDIUM CURRENT.

THESE SCRS SWITCH UP TO 10-AMPERES AT UP TO SEVERAL HUNDRED VOLTS. ONE COMMON USE IS SOLID-STATE SWITCHING FOR AUTO ENGINES.

HIGH CURRENT.

THESE SCRS CAN SWITCH UP TO 2,500-AMPERES AT UP TO SEVERAL THOUSAND VOLTS! THEY CONTROL MOTORS, LIGHTS, APPLIANCES, ETC.

SCR SYMBOL:

HOW SCRS ARE USED

THIS ARRANGEMENT SHOWS HOW AN SCR IS USED TO SWITCH ON AN INCANDESCENT LAMP. OTHER DEVICES CAN ALSO BE CONTROLLED.
TRIACS

The triac is equivalent to two SCRs connected in parallel. This means triacs can switch both direct and alternating current. Notice that the triac has five layers plus an extra N-type region. Also note how all three leads make contact with two layers.

**Triac Operation** — The two parallel SCRs that form a triac face in opposite directions (reverse-parallel). When used to switch alternating current, the triac stays on only when the gate receives current. Remove the gate current and it switches off when the AC passes through 0 volts.

**Kinds of Triacs** — Triacs, like SCRs, are categorized according to the current they can switch. Triacs don't have the very high power capability of high current SCRs. Here are two categories:

- **Low Current.**
  - Low current triacs switch up to 1-ampere at up to several hundred volts. Other case styles also used.

- **Medium Current.**
  - These triacs switch up to 40-ampere at up to 1,000-volts. Many case styles are available.
- **TRIAC SYMBOL** — Remember, the TRIAC is the same as two reverse-parallel SCR's.

- **HOW TRIACS ARE USED**

  This arrangement shows how a TRIAC can switch on a lamp powered by household line current. Motors and other devices can also be controlled.

- 117-6.3 VOLT TRANSFORMER

- FUSE

- OPTIONAL PRIMARY SECONDARY MT2

- LAMP GLOWS WHEN SWITCH IS CLOSED.

- MT1

- RESISTOR

- CAUTION: DO NOT ASSEMBLE. P.111

- **TWO-LEAD THYRISTORS**

  An SCR or TRIAC will switch on without a gate signal if the voltage across its other two leads reaches a certain level (the breakdown voltage). This self-switching ability makes possible two-lead thyristors.

- **FOUR-LAYER DIODE.**

  A four-layer diode is an SCR without a gate. It switches DC voltage.

- **DIAC.**

  A DIAC is a three-layer device similar to a PNP junction transistor without a base lead. It switches AC voltage.
4. PHOTONIC SEMICONDUCTORS

PHOTONICS IS THE FAST GROWING FIELD OF ELECTRONICS INVOLVING SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES THAT EMIT AND DETECT LIGHT. BEFORE LOOKING AT SOME PHOTONIC COMPONENTS, LET'S TAKE A QUICK LOOK AT SOME FACTS ABOUT LIGHT.

LIGHT

"LET THERE BE LIGHT..."

LIGHT IS COMPOSED OF PARTICLES CALLED PHOTONS THAT BEHAVE LIKE WAVES OF ENERGY. PHOTONS ARE NOT NECESSARILY VISIBLE AND ONLY THOSE YOU CAN SEE ARE COLLECTIVELY CALLED LIGHT. PHOTONS ARE PRODUCED WHEN AN ELECTRON THAT'S BEEN EXCITED TO A HIGHER THAN NORMAL ENERGY LEVEL FALLS BACK TO ITS NORMAL LEVEL.

REMINDER: PHOTONS ACT LIKE WAVES. THE DISTANCE BETWEEN CRESTS IS THE WAVELENGTH. ELECTRONS EXCITED TO HIGHER ENERGY LEVELS Emit PHOTONS WITH SHORTER WAVELENGTHS THAN ELECTRONS EXCITED TO LOWER LEVELS.

EXCITED ELECTRONS CAN RESUME THEIR NORMAL LEVEL SPONTANEOUSLY OR A PHOTON WITH THE PROPER WAVELENGTH CAN STIMULATE AN EXCITED WAVELENGTH AS ELECTRON TO RETURN TO ITS NORMAL LEVEL.
THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM — Visible light is a form of electromagnetic radiation. The wavelength of light is specified in nanometers (1-nanometer is a billionth of a meter). The diagram below shows the relationship of light to other forms of electromagnetic radiation.

- **X-rays**
- **Visible light**
- **Gamma rays**
- **UV (ultraviolet)**
- **Infrared**
- **Microwaves**
- **Radio waves**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wavelength</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-pm</td>
<td>1 picometer (0.000 000 000 001 meter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-nm</td>
<td>1 nanometer (0.000 000 001 meter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-μm</td>
<td>1 micrometer (0.000 001 meter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-mm</td>
<td>1 millimeter (0.001 meter)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-m</td>
<td>1 meter (39.37 inches)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-km</td>
<td>1 kilometer (1000 meters)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE OPTICAL SPECTRUM — Ultraviolet, visible and infrared radiation are together called the optical spectrum. Here's an expanded diagram of the optical spectrum:

- **Green**
- **Yellow**
- **Orange**
- **Red**
- **Blue**
- **Violet**

Wavelength (nanometers)

Many photonic semiconductors emit or detect near-infrared radiation. Silicon, for example, can detect visible light, but it is most sensitive to near-infrared at about 880 nm. Because so many photonic components can operate in both the visible and near-infrared, it's common to refer to near-infrared as light.
OPTICAL COMPONENTS

OPTICAL COMPONENTS CONDUCT, BEND OR CHANGE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF LIGHT. SEVERAL ARE VERY IMPORTANT IN MANY APPLICATIONS OF PHOTONIC SEMICONDUCTORS.

1. FILTERS TRANSMIT ONLY A NARROW BAND OF OPTICAL WAVELENGTHS.

2. REFLECTORS REFLECT SOME OR MOST OF A COMING LIGHT BEAM. SOME LIGHT MAY OR MAY NOT BE TRANSMITTED.

3. BEAMSPITTERS REFLECT PART OF AN ONGOING LIGHT BEAM AND TRANSMIT THE REMAINDER.

4. LENSES BEND LIGHT. THE MOST IMPORTANT ARE:

   - CONVEX LENSES ARE OFTEN USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT SOURCES AND DETECTORS. FOR EXAMPLE, THEY CAN COLLECT AND FOCUS LIGHT ONTO A MINIATURE DETECTOR.

   - GLASS MICROSCOPE SLIDE MAKES A GOOD BEAM SPITTER. EACH SURFACE REFLECTS 4%.

5. OPTICAL FIBERS ARE THIN, FLEXIBLE STRANDS OF HIGHLY TRANSPARENT GLASS OR PLASTIC THAT CONDUCT LIGHT. THE LIGHT TRAVELS THROUGH A CORE SURROUNDED BY A THIN CLADDING.

   - GLASS FIBERS ARE MUCH MORE TRANSPARENT. BOTH KINDS TRANSMIT SOME WAVELENGTHS MUCH BETTER THAN OTHERS.

   - HIGH QUALITY FIBERS ARE USED TO SEND TELEPHONE CALLS AND COMPUTER DATA VIA PULSES OF LIGHT.
HOW CONVEX LENSES ARE USED

MANY SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT SOURCES AND DETECTORS ARE EQUIPPED WITH A BUILT-IN CONVEX LENS. THIS PAGE EXPLAINS WHY AND SHOWS HOW EXTERNAL LENSES ARE USED WITH SOURCES AND DETECTORS.

THE INVERSE SQUARE LAW.

![Diagram showing the inverse square law](image)

**FAMOUS FACT:** LIGHT TRAVELS 186,291 MILES PER SECOND!

As light from a very small source spreads outward, its intensity is inversely proportional to the square of the distance. In other words, if the distance is 3, then the intensity is $1/9$. The intensity when the distance is 1.

A convex lens can cancel this intensity reduction.

THE CONVEX LENS.

![Diagram showing the convex lens](image)

The beam spread angle (the divergence) in radians is the diameter of the source divided by the focal length of the lens. This means lenses with longer focal lengths give narrower beams, but lenses with long focal lengths collect less light than those with short focal lengths...

*One radian is 57.3 degrees. (There are 360° in a circle.)*
SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT SOURCES

When bombarded by light, heat, electrons and other forms of energy, most semiconductor crystals will emit visible or infrared light. The best semiconductor light sources, however, are PN junction diodes, crystal heat.

LIGHT Emitting DIODES

The light emitting diode converts an electrical current directly into light. Therefore the light emitting diode (LED) is more efficient than many other light sources.

LED OPERATION - The forward voltage across a diode must exceed a threshold level before a current can cross the junction. For silicon, which emits a tiny amount of near-infrared, the threshold is 0.6 volt. For gallium arsenide, which emits considerable near-infrared, the threshold is 1.3 volts. This voltage excites the electrons, when the electrons cross the junction and combine with holes, they emit photons.

**FORWARD BIAS**

- Electron flow
- No current flow

**REVERSE BIAS**

- Photons
About LED Operation

1. The light emitted by an incandescent lamp contains many wavelengths. The light emitted by an LED has a narrower wavelength range. (This is because the electrons in the LED are all excited to the same level.)

2. When an LED begins to conduct, the voltage increases gradually while the current increases rapidly. Too much current will overheat the LED and possibly separate the leads or melt the semiconductor chip.

3. The light emitted by an LED is directly proportional to current through the LED. This means LEDs are ideal for transmitting information. The light output from an overheated LED will soon decrease. The LED may even be damaged.

4. The forward voltage and wavelength of an LED are directly related. Therefore it's not always possible to substitute different LEDs without changing the voltage and current. Many different semiconductors are used to make various LEDs. Visible light emitting LEDs emit up to a milliwatt or so of power. Some infrared LEDs (like 880 nm units) emit 15 or more milliwatts! (A flashlight emits 10 or more milliwatts.)
KINDS OF LEDS - Since the LED is a light source, it's helpful to know what's inside the plastic or metal LED case, shown here. A typical LED, depicted, has heavy leads that help conduct heat away from the chip. The reflector chip collects light emitted from the edges of the chip. The flat epoxy is usually colored a mark when the LED is a visible light emitter. Light scattering particles are often added to the cathode, the epoxy. This diffuses the lead light and causes the end of the LED to appear brighter.

Visible Light LEDs.

These inexpensive LEDs are used as indicator lights. Certain red LEDs are used to transmit information. Most are encapsulated in epoxy.

LED Displays.

Many kinds of LED readouts capable of displaying digits and characters are available. They are more rugged than liquid crystal displays, but they use much more current.

Infrared LEDs.

Infrared LEDs should be called infrared emitting diodes; they are used to transmit information. They are also used in intrusion alarms, remote control devices, etc. A special kind of infrared LED is the diode laser. Some emit several watts!

LED Symbol.

Both symbols shown here are used. Anode cathode.
HOW LEDS ARE USED

LEDs can be powered by continuous current or by brief pulses of current. When operated continuously, the current can be varied to change the light output.

LED DRIVE CIRCUIT — BECAUSE LEDs ARE CURRENT DEPENDENT, IT'S USUALLY NECESSARY TO PROTECT THEM FROM EXCESSIVE CURRENT WITH A SERIES RESISTOR.

SERIES RESISTOR (Rs)

SOME LEDS INCLUDE A BUILT-IN SERIES RESISTOR, MOST DO NOT.

IT'S IMPORTANT TO KNOW HOW TO DETERMINE THE REQUIRED SERIES RESISTANCE (Rs). THE FORMULA IS:

\[ Rs = \frac{V - V_{LED}}{I_{LED}} \]

EXAMPLE: SUPPOSE YOU WANT TO OPERATE A RED LED AT A FORWARD CURRENT (I_{LED}) OF 10-MILLIAMPERES FROM A 5-VOLT SUPPLY (V). V_{LED} IS 1.7 VOLTS (FROM DATA SHEET). THEREFORE Rs IS \( \frac{(5 - 1.7)}{0.01} \) OR 330-OHMS.

LED POLARITY INDICATOR — TWO REVERSE-PARALLEL LEDS FORM A POLARITY INDICATOR. BOTH LEDS GLOW IF THE TESTED VOLTAGE IS AC. THE SERIES RESISTOR MUST BE USED!

PULSED LED — WHEN OPERATED CONTINUOUSLY, AN INFRARED LED MIGHT HAVE A MAXIMUM CURRENT OF 100-MILLIAMPERES. WHEN DRIVEN BY BRIEF PULSES OF CURRENT, THE SAME LED MAY SAFELY ACCEPT HUGE 10-AMPERE PULSES!

NOTE: A SERIES RESISTOR MAY NOT BE REQUIRED IF THE PULSES DO NOT EXCEED THE MAXIMUM LEVELS SPECIFIED FOR THE LED.
SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT DETECTORS

ENERGY ENTERING A SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTAL EXCITES ELECTRONS TO HIGHER LEVELS, LEAVING BEHIND HOLES. THESE ELECTRONS AND HOLES CAN RECOMBINE AND EMIT PHOTONS, OR THEY CAN MOVE AWAY FROM ONE ANOTHER AND FORM A CURRENT. THIS IS THE BASIS OF SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT DETECTORS. THERE ARE TWO MAJOR CLASSES OF SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT DETECTORS, THOSE WITH AND THOSE WITHOUT PN JUNCTIONS.

PHOTOCONDUCTIVE LIGHT DETECTORS

PHOTOCONDUCTORS ARE SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT DETECTORS WITHOUT A PN JUNCTION. THEIR RESISTANCE IS VERY HIGH (UP TO MILLIONS OF OHMS) WHEN NO LIGHT IS PRESENT. WHEN ILLUMINATED, THEIR RESISTANCE IS VERY LOW (HUNDREDS OF OHMS).

PHOTOCONDUCTOR OPERATION. THIS PANEL SHOWS HOW A PHOTON CREATES A HOLE-ELECTRON PAIR. AN EXTERNAL VOLTAGE WILL FORCE THE HOLE AND ELECTRON TO MOVE.

THE BATTERY PROVIDES THE FORCE TO MOVE THE ELECTRONS AND FORM A CURRENT.
MORE ABOUT PHOTORESISTOR OPERATION — HERE ARE SOME IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF PHOTORESISTOR OPERATION:

1. PHOTORESISTORS MAY REQUIRE A FEW MILISECONDS OR MORE TO FULLY RESPOND TO A CHANGE IN LIGHT INTENSITY (THAT'S PRETTY SLOW). THEY MAY REQUIRE MANY MINUTES TO RETURN TO THEIR NORMAL DARK RESISTANCE WHEN LIGHT IS REMOVED (THE MEMORY EFFECT).

2. THE SEMICONDUCTOR MOST OFTEN USED IN PHOTORESISTORS IS CADMIUM SULFIDE. ITS SENSITIVITY TO LIGHT IS VERY SIMILAR TO THAT OF THE HUMAN EYE! LEAD SULFIDE IS USED TO DETECT INFRARED (OUT TO 3-MICROMETERS) WAVELENGTH (NM).

KINDS OF PHOTORESISTORS — MANY DIFFERENT KINDS ARE AVAILABLE. IN MOST THE LIGHT SENSITIVE SEMICONDUCTOR IS COATED BETWEEN INTERLEAVED ELECTRODES TO INCREASE THE EXPOSED SURFACE. A PLASTIC OR GLASS WINDOW MAY OR MAY NOT BE USED.

PHOTORESISTOR SYMBOL. BOTH SYMBOLS SHOWN HERE ARE USED.

HOW PHOTORESISTORS ARE USED

PHOTORESISTORS ARE USED IN LIGHT CONTROLLED RELAYS AND LIGHT METERS.

LIGHT METER. THE ARRANGEMENT SHOWN HERE INDICATES ON A CURRENT METER THE INTENSITY OF LIGHT ILLUMINATING A CADMIUM SULFIDE PHOTORESISTOR.
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PN JUNCTION LIGHT DETECTORS

PN junction light detectors form the largest family of photonic semiconductors. Most are made from silicon and can detect both visible light and near-infrared.

PHOTODIODES

All PN junctions are light sensitive. Photodiodes are PN junctions specifically designed for light detection. They are used in cameras, intrusion alarms, lightwave communicators, etc.

Photodiode operation: A photon will create a hole-electron pair at a PN junction. A current will flow if the two sides of the junction are connected. Two operating modes are possible:

1. Photovoltaic operation - Here the photodiode becomes a current source when it is illuminated.

2. Photoconductive operation - Here the photodiode is reverse-biased. A current flows when the PN junction is illuminated. (When dark, a tiny current called the dark current will flow.)
KINDS OF PHOTODIODES:

Shown here is a typical photodiode. Many other case styles are also used (plastic housing, built-in lenses and filters, etc.). The most important distinction is the size of the semiconductor chip. Specialized chip designs may be used to give better response to certain wavelengths of light.

FAMOUS FACT: LEDs CAN BOTH EMIT AND DETECT LIGHT!

Small Area Photodiodes.

These photodiodes have very fast response times when used in the reverse-biased photoconductive mode.

LARGE AREA PHOTODIODES.

Though slower responding than small area photodiodes, their large area provides high sensitivity.

PHOTODIODE SYMBOL.

Both symbols shown here are used.

HOW PHOTODIODES ARE USED

Photodiodes are commonly used to detect fast pulses of near infrared (as in lightwave communications).

LIGHT METER.

This arrangement provides a basic photoconductive mode. Light meter. Its response is very linear.
PHOTOTRANSISTORS

All transistors are light sensitive. Phototransistors are specifically designed to take advantage of this important property. Light sensitive FETS are available, but the most common phototransistor is an NPN junction transistor with a large exposed base region. Photons entering the base replace the base-emitter current of ordinary NPN transistors. Therefore, a phototransistor directly amplifies variations in the number of photons. Base lead is optional.

NPN Phototransistor Operation—Two types of NPN phototransistors are available. One is an NPN transistor as shown above. The other includes a second NPN transistor to provide more amplification.

1. NPN Phototransistor.

2. Photodarlington Transistor.

This arrangement is very sensitive, but it is slower than ordinary NPN phototransistors. Both types may or may not have a base lead.
KINDS OF PHOTOTRANSISTORS.

Shown here is a typical low cost NPN phototransistor. Many other case styles are also used (metal cans, glass lenses, flat windows, etc.). Important: the base lead may or may not be present. Many phototransistor circuits do not use the collector base connection.

These are typical phototransistors.

PHOTOTRANSISTOR SYMBOLS.

NPN  NPN (no base lead)  PHOTODARLINGTONS

HOW PHOTOTRANSISTORS ARE USED

Phototransistors are often used to detect fluctuating (ac) photodarlington light signals. This arrangement uses a steady (dc) light to energize a relay.

The diode protects the transistor from voltage produced in the relay coil.

Relay contact leads.
PHOTOTHYRISTORS

PHOTOTHYRISTORS ARE VARIOUS KINDS OF LIGHT-ACTIVATED THYRISTORS. YOU CAN THINK OF THEM AS LIGHT-ACTIVATED SWITCHES. THE MOST IMPORTANT MEMBER OF THE FAMILY IS THE LIGHT-ACTIVATED SILICON CONTROLLED RECTIFIER (LASCR). LIGHT ACTIVATED TRIACS ARE ALSO MADE. NEITHER CAN SWITCH AS MUCH CURRENT AS CONVENTIONAL THYRISTORS.

LIGHT ACTIVATED SCRs (LASCRs)

TO IMPROVE THEIR SENSITIVITY TO LIGHT, THE LASCR IS MADE THINNER THAN STANDARD SCRs. THIS LIMITS THE AMOUNT OF CURRENT THEY CAN SWITCH. FOR HIGH CURRENT APPLICATIONS A LASCR CAN BE USED TO TRIGGER LIGHT A CONVENTIONAL SCR. SENSITIVE AREA

KINDS OF LASCRs.

MOST LASCRs CAN SWITCH UP TO A FEW HUNDRED VOLTS. MAXIMUM CURRENT IS ONLY A FEW TENTHS OF AN AMPERE.

HOW LASCRs ARE USED

ONCE TRIGGERED, BUZZER REMAINS ON UNTIL POWER IS INTERRUPTED.

THIS ARRANGEMENT ALLOWS A LASCR TO TURN ON AN EAR PIERCING BUZZER.
SOLAR CELLS

Solar cells are PN junction photodiodes with an exceptionally large light sensitive area. A single silicon solar cell generates 0.5 volt in bright sunlight.

Solar cell operation:
- In the dark, there is no current.
- In the light, there is a high current.

A cell:
- This size generates 0.1 ampere in bright sunlight.
- Silicon cells may be P on N.

Kinds of solar cells:
- Many different kinds of silicon solar cells are made, often individual cells are connected in series or parallel.
- Series: output voltage is sum of cell voltages.
- Parallel: output current is sum of cell currents.

Solar cell symbol:
- Remember, cells may be P on N.

How solar cells are used:
- Arrays of solar cells can charge rechargeable cells and batteries.
- Series connected solar cell array
5. INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Electronic circuits can be made by simultaneously forming individual transistors, diodes and resistors on a small chip of silicon. The components are connected to one another with aluminum "wires" deposited on the surface of the chip. The result is an integrated circuit. Integrated circuits (or IC's) can contain as few as several to as many as hundreds of thousands of transistors. They have made possible video games, digital watches, affordable computers and many other very sophisticated products. Here's a simplified and highly magnified view of a section of a bipolar integrated circuit:

Aluminum "wiring" connecting leads
Silicon dioxide is a glass-like insulating substance.

Resistor - a small diode - a PN junction - a PN transistor - a pair of PN junctions. Silicon forms a resistor, a diode, and a transistor.

Of course, the conventional components shown below are not drawn to the same scale. For example, one kind of IC includes 262,149 transistors on a silicon chip only about 1/4 inch square!
KINDS OF INTEGRATED CIRCUITS — INTEGRATED CIRCUITS ARE GROUPED INTO TWO MAJOR CATEGORIES:

1. **ANALOG (OR LINEAR)** IC'S PRODUCE, AMPLIFY OR RESPOND TO VARIABLE VOLTAGES. ANALOG IC’S INCLUDE MANY KINDS OF AMPLIFIERS, TIMERS, OSCILLATORS AND VOLTAGE REGULATORS.

2. **DIGITAL (OR LOGIC)** IC’S RESPOND TO OR PRODUCE SIGNALS HAVING ONLY TWO VOLTAGE LEVELS. DIGITAL IC’S INCLUDE MICROPROCESSORS, MEMORIES, MICROCOMPUTERS AND MANY KINDS OF SIMPLER CHIPS.

SOME IC'S COMBINE ANALOG AND DIGITAL FUNCTIONS ON A SINGLE CHIP. FOR EXAMPLE, A DIGITAL CHIP MAY INCLUDE A BUILT-IN ANALOG VOLTAGE REGULATOR SECTION, AND AN ANALOG TIMER CHIP MAY INCLUDE AN ON-CHIP DIGITAL COUNTER TO GIVE MUCH LONGER TIME DELAYS THAN POSSIBLE WITH THE TIMER ALONE.

![Voltage Waveform](image)

**KINDS OF INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PACKAGES — IC CHIPS ARE SUPPLIED IN MANY DIFFERENT PACKAGES. BY FAR THE MOST COMMON ARE VARIATIONS OF THE DUAL IN-LINE PACKAGE (OR DIP). THE DIP IS MADE FROM PLASTIC (CHEAP) OR CERAMIC (MORE ROBUST). MOST DIPS HAVE 14 OR 16 PINS, BUT THE PIN COUNT CAN RANGE FROM 4 TO 64. HERE'S A TYPICAL DIP:**

![DIP Package](image)

**ANOTHER IC PACKAGE IS THE TO-5 METAL CAN. THOUGH VERY STURDY, IT'S CAN BEING REPLACED IN MANY CASES BY CHEAPER PLASTIC DIPS.**
6. DIGITAL INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

No matter how complicated, all digital integrated circuits are made from simple building blocks called gates. Gates are like electronically controlled switches. They are either on or off. How do gates work? Let's start with the basics...

MECHANICAL SWITCH GATES

The three simplest gates can be demonstrated with some pushbutton switches, a battery and a lamp.

□ Switch "AND" Gate. The lamp glows only when switches A and B are closed. The table summarizes the gate's operation. It's called a truth table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

□ Switch "OR" Gate. The lamp glows only when switch A or switch B or both normally open switches A and B are closed. Here's the truth table:

The switches are the gate's inputs. The lead without switches is the common or ground lead.

□ Switch "NOT" Gate. The lamp normally glows only when the switch is opened. In other words, the "not" gate reverses (inverts) the usual action of a switch. Here's the truth table:

The "not" gate is usually called the inverter.

ON | OFF
---|---
OFF| ON
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THE BINARY CONNECTION

It's possible to substitute the digits 0 and 1 for the off and on states of a switch. The truth tables for the gates on the previous page then become:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>OUT</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>OUT</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 0 and 1 input (A & B) combinations form numbers in the two digit (or bit) binary number system. In digital electronics, binary numbers serve as codes that represent decimal numbers, letters of the alphabet, voltages and many other kinds of information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DECIMAL</th>
<th>BINARY-CODED (BCD)</th>
<th>BINARY FACTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>A Binary 0 or 1 is a bit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>A pattern of 4 bits is a nibble.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>A pattern of 8 bits is a byte.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Note that leading zeros are assigned its binary equivalent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>BCD—Each decimal digit is shown. In digital electronics all bit locations are occupied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1101</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>1111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Binary numbers can be sent through wires (buses) all at once (parallel) or a bit at a time (serial). Shown here are serial and parallel transmission of 15...14...13...12.
DIODE GATES

Often it's desirable to control a gate electrically rather than mechanically. The simplest electrically controlled gate uses PN junction diodes that are switched on (forward bias) or off (reverse bias) by an input signal of several volts (binary 1 or high) or an input near or at ground (binary 0 or low).

**Diode "or" Gate**

```
A         B
\(\text{Diodes} \ (\text{with respect to ground})\)
\(\text{Resistor \ (1k)}\)
\(\text{Ground}\)
```

When the input voltage at A or B is more positive than ground, it passes through the forward biased diode(s) from the battery through the resistor to the output. If either A or B is at or near ground, one or both inputs of 0 volt (0 or low) and current flows away from the output.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0V</td>
<td>0V</td>
<td>0V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0V</td>
<td>6V</td>
<td>5.4V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6V</td>
<td>6V</td>
<td>5.4V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The output does not reach 6 volts when high, complicated, pictorial views become more complicated. That's a forward voltage of 0.6 volt, why this page introduces circuit diagrams for each. Tracted from the output voltage, (in electronics jargon) above, we'll find out more about circuit diagrams later, "voltage drop" of 0.6 volt.) In the meantime, the next page shows more of them...
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TRANSISTOR GATES

The voltage drop of diode gates means amplification is required in order to connect together a series of gates, while transistors can provide the necessary amplification. Transistors can function as gates! Both bipolar and field-effect transistors can be used. On this page are shown circuit diagrams for some of the simplest bipolar transistor gates. Together they form the resistor-transistor digital logic family. You can actually make these gates, but the main reason they're here is to give you an appreciation for the integrated circuit gates we'll be looking at shortly....

"NOT" GATE (INVERTER)

When IN is at +V (binary 1 or high), transistor Q1 switches on and connects OUT directly to ground (binary 0 or low). When IN is low, Q1 switches off and OUT becomes (through R1) +V. "NOT" gates like this make possible important new logic gates.

"AND" GATE

"NAND" (NOT-AND) GATE

A

A

B

B

L = LOW

H = HIGH

L

L

10K

10K

10K

OUT

OUT

10K

10K

10K

THE "NOT" FUNCTION

ANY COMMON NPN TRANSISTOR FOR ALL THESE GATES.

EXTRA TRANSISTOR REQUIRED.

"OR" GATE

"NOR" (NOT-OR) GATE

A

A

B

B

L = LOW

H = HIGH

L

L

10K

10K

10K

OUT

OUT

10K

10K

10K

LIKE THE "NAND" GATE, THE "NOT" FUNCTION IS "BUILT-IN."

+ V FOR ALL THESE GATES CAN BE +3 TO +9 VOLS.
GATE SYMBOLS

Before moving on to digital integrated circuits, let's look at the symbols for the various kinds of gates. This is also a good place to introduce several gates we've not yet encountered.

- **"AND" Gate**
  - **A** L L L
  - **B** L H L
  - OUT L L H

- **"NAND" Gate**
  - **A** L L H
  - **B** H L H
  - OUT H H L

- **"OR" Gate**
  - **A** L L L
  - **B** L H H
  - OUT L H L

- **"NOR" Gate**
  - **A** L L H
  - **B** H H H
  - OUT H L L

- **"EXCLUSIVE-OR" Gate**
  - **A** L L L
  - **B** H H H
  - OUT L H L

- **"EXCLUSIVE-OR" Gate**
  - **A** L L L
  - **B** H H H
  - OUT H H L

Logic gates with more than two inputs - the gates shown above are called logic circuits because they make logical decisions. Logic gates often have more than two inputs, additional inputs increase the decision making power of a gate. They also increase the number of ways gates can be connected to one another to form advanced digital logic circuits. Here are two examples:

**3-Input "AND" Gate**
- **A** L L L
- **B** L H L
- **C** H L L
- OUT L H L

**3-Input "NAND" Gate**
- **A** L L L
- **B** L H L
- **C** H L L
- OUT H H L
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SINGLE-INPUT GATES — THE "NOT" GATE OR INVERTER IS VERY IMPORTANT SINCE IT CAN INVERT (REVERSE) THE OUTPUT FROM ANOTHER GATE. STRICTLY SPEAKING, HOWEVER, THE INVERTER IS NOT A DECISION MAKING CIRCUIT (LIKE GATES WITH TWO OR MORE INPUTS). A CLOSE RELATIVE OF THE INVERTER IS THE BUFFER, A NON-INVERTING CIRCUIT THAT ISOLATES GATES FROM OTHER CIRCUITS OR ALLOWS THEM TO DRIVE HIGHER THAN NORMAL LOADS. THREE-STATE INVERTERS AND BUFFERS HAVE AN OUTPUT THAT CAN BE ELECTRONICALLY DISCONNECTED FROM THE REMAINDER OF THE CIRCUIT. THE OUTPUT IS THEN NEITHER HIGH NOR LOW. INSTEAD IT "FLOATS" AND APPEARS AS A VERY HIGH RESISTANCE.

BUFFER    INVERTER ("NOT" GATE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IN</th>
<th>OUT</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3-STATE BUFFER  3-STATE INVERTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONTROL</th>
<th>CONTROL</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>OUT</th>
<th>CONTROL</th>
<th>CONTROL</th>
<th>IN</th>
<th>OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>HI-Z</td>
<td>HI-Z</td>
<td>HI-Z</td>
<td>HI-Z</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"X" MEANS "DOESN'T MATTER." HI-Z MEANS HIGH OUTPUT RESISTANCE.

DATA "HIGHWAYS"

OFTEN CIRCUITS MADE FROM GATES EXCHANGE INFORMATION (BINARY 0'S AND 1'S ENCODED AS LOW AND HIGH VOLTAGE LEVELS). THE INFORMATION IS USUALLY SENT OVER WIRES CALLED BUSES. A BUS IS LIKE A DATA HIGHWAY. IT MAY BE ONE WIRE THROUGH WHICH INFORMATION IS SENT SERIALLY (BIT BY BIT). OR IT MAY BE UP TO EIGHT (OR MORE) WIRES THROUGH WHICH INFORMATION IS SENT IN PARALLEL (A BYTE OR MORE AT A TIME). IN BOTH CASES, OF COURSE, A GROUND IS REQUIRED TO COMPLETE THE CIRCUIT.

3-STATE TRAFFIC COPS — 3-STATE GATES CAN STOP "TRAFFIC JAMS" ON BUSES. FOR INSTANCE:

ONLY DATA ENTERING THE SELECTED BUFFER (CONTROL = L) GETS ON THE BUS.
HOW GATES ARE USED

GATES CAN BE USED INDIVIDUALLY OR CONNECTED TOGETHER TO FORM A "NETWORK" OF GATES CALLED A LOGIC CIRCUIT. ALMOST ALL LOGIC CIRCUITS CAN BE PLACED IN ONE OF TWO CATEGORIES: COMBINATIONAL OR SEQUENTIAL.

COMBINATIONAL LOGIC CIRCUITS

COMBINATIONAL LOGIC CIRCUITS RESPOND TO INCOMING DATA (0's AND 1's) ALMOST IMMEDIATELY AND WITHOUT REGARD TO EARLIER EVENTS. (THIS WILL MAKE MORE SENSE WHEN YOU READ ABOUT SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS...) COMBINATIONAL LOGIC CIRCUITS CAN BE VERY SIMPLE OR IMMENSELY COMPLICATED. VIRTUALLY ANY COMBINATIONAL CIRCUIT CAN BE IMPLEMENTED WITH ONLY "NAND" OR "NOR" GATES. LIKE THESE "NAND" GATE CIRCUITS...

4-INPUT "NAND" GATE

INVERTERS

BUFFER

"AND" GATE

NOTE: THESE CIRCUITS DO NOT SHOW THE GROUND CONNECTION THAT MUST BE PRESENT. USUALLY THE GROUND IS COMMON TO THE INPUT AND OUTPUT. "EXCLUSIVE - NOR" GATE

"NOR" GATE

"OR" GATE
Combining different gates — here are two examples of combinational networks that use more than one kind of gate. (Remember, both these circuits can also be made entirely from "NAND" gates.)

Data selector

Binary to decimal decoder

Data at A or B is steered to the output under control of the data select input (the "address").

This circuit can this converts A B 0 1 2 3

Data be expanded to a two-bit L L L H H H select: include many binary number L H H L A
L selects a more inputs to its decimal H L H H L H
H selects B and addresses equivalent. H H H H H L

Advanced combinational networks — here are some simple examples from four major families of combinational networks. These and many other network families are available as integrated circuits. Boxes like those shown are logic circuit symbols that represent complicated networks of gates.

Multiplexer (data selector) DeMultiplexer

Encoder Decoder

Converts decimal and other data to binary. Uses "or" gates.

Converts binary to decimal and BCD to decimal digits on digital readouts.
**SEQUENTIAL LOGIC CIRCUITS**

The output state of a sequential logic circuit is determined by the previous state of the input. In other words, bits of data move through sequential circuits step-by-step. Often the data advances one step when a pulse is received from a "clock" (a circuit that emits a steady stream of pulses). The sequential logic building block is the **flip-flop**.

Here's a quick flip-flop review:

### □ THE BASIC "RS" (RESET-SET) FLIP-FLOP

Also called a **latch**, the outputs (Q and \( \bar{Q} \)) are always in opposite states. \( \bar{Q} \) means "not Q." 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>( \bar{Q} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L (disallowed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H (no change)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### □ Clocked "RS" FLIP-FLOP

This latch ignores data at \( S \) and \( R \) until a "clock" pulse arrives. Then it changes states.

### □ D (DATA OR DELAY) FLIP-FLOP

D flip-flops store the current outputs between clock pulses. Data is stored based on the clock pulse.

### □ JK FLIP-FLOP

The JK flip-flop allows both inputs to be high. Clock (in which case its outputs "toggle" or switch states at each clock pulse.)
"T" (TOGGLE) FLIP-FLOP

THE Q (OR Q) OUTPUT IS L (OR H) FOR EVERY H → T → Q
OTHER INPUT PULSE, THEREFORE THE INPUT PULSES ARE DIVIDED BY TWO. HERE ARE SEVERAL WAYS TO MAKE A "T" FLIP-FLOP:

"D" FLIP-FLOP, Clocked "RS" FLIP-FLOP, JK FLIP-FLOP

"D" FLIP-FLOP DATA STORAGE REGISTER

HERE'S HOW FOUR "D" FLIP-FLOPS FORM A STORAGE REGISTER OR MEMORY THAT "LOADS" (SAVE) THE 4-BIT BINARY NIBBLE AT INPUTS A-D WHEN THE "CLOCK" INPUT IS "STROBED" (PULSED). MANY TYPES OF IC REGISTERS ARE AVAILABLE.

"T" FLIP-FLOP COUNTER

HERE'S HOW FOUR "T" FLIP-FLOPS FORM A 4-BIT BINARY COUNTER:

INPUT PULSES

2 1 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

8 1 0 0 1

10 1 0 0 1

11 1 0 1 1

12 1 1 0 0

13 1 1 0 1

14 1 1 1 0

15 1 1 1 1

EACH "T" FLIP-FLOP DIVIDES INCOMING PULSES BY TWO. AS THE BINARY TRUTH TABLE REVEALS, THE RESULT IS A 0000 → 1111 BINARY COUNT. (THE COUNT RECYCLES TO 0000 AFTER THE 16TH INCOMING PULSE.) THERE ARE MANY TYPES OF IC COUNTERS, MOST OF WHICH INCLUDE SPECIAL FEATURES (COUNT UP OR DOWN, RESET, ETC.).
A COMBINATIONAL-SEQUENTIAL LOGIC SYSTEM

Here's how combinational and sequential logic IC's can form a decimal counting circuit, a very simple digital logic system.

1. THE BLOCK DIAGRAM

PULSES TO BE COUNTED

\[ \text{BCD COUNTER} \rightarrow \text{BCD-TO-7-SEGMENT DECODER} \rightarrow \text{DISPLAY} \]

The BCD counter advances one count for each incoming pulse. When the count reaches 1001 (decimal 9), the counter recycles to 0000. The decoder activates the appropriate segments of an LED display.

2. THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

RESISTORS R1-R9 protect LED display from excess current.

3. THE ACTUAL CIRCUIT

The diode "drops" 6-volts, 5.4 volts to the common cathode LED display.
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DIGITAL IC FAMILIES

THERE ARE MORE THAN A DOZEN MAJOR FAMILIES OF BIPOLAR AND MOS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS. EACH IC (OR "CHIP") CONTAINS A SPECIFIC LOGIC NETWORK OR ASSORTMENT OF VARIOUS LOGIC FUNCTIONS. HERE ARE SOME OF THE MAJOR DIGITAL IC FAMILIES:

- **Bipolar Digital IC's**

  1. **Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL or T-L)**. The largest and formerly most popular digital IC family can change states more than 20,000,000 times per second. Very inexpensive. Drawbacks: Must be powered by 5-volt supply. Uses lots of power. (Individual gates require 3 or 4 milliamperes.) Most widely used is the 7400 series. The 7404, for example, contains four inverters.

  2. **Low-Power Schottky TTL (LS)**. A newer kind of TTL that consumes only 20% as much power. Drawback: More expensive than standard TTL. Most widely used is the 741500 series.

- **MOSFET Digital IC's**

  1. **P- and N-Channel MOS (PMOS and NMOS)**. Contain more gates per chip than TTL. Many special purpose chips (microprocessors, memories, etc.). Drawbacks: Few counterparts to popular TTL chips. Slower than TTL. May require two or more supply voltages. May be damaged by static electrical discharge.

  2. **Complementary MOS (CMOS)**. Fastest growing and most versatile digital IC family. There are CMOS versions of most popular TTL chips. One series uses the same designation numbers. The 74C04, for example, is the CMOS equivalent of the TTL 7404. New high-speed CMOS just as fast as TTL. Most CMOS has a wide supply voltage range (typically +3 to +18 volts). Uses less power than any other digital IC family. (Individual gates require 0.1 milliampere.) Drawback: May be damaged by static electrical discharge. Most widely used are 74C00 and 4000 series.
7. LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

THE INPUT AND OUTPUT VOLTAGE LEVELS OF LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS CAN VARY OVER A WIDE RANGE. OFTEN THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS PROPORTIONAL TO THE INPUT VOLTAGE. THEREFORE, A GRAPH OF INPUT VERSUS OUTPUT IS A STRAIGHT (LINEAR) LINE. THERE ARE MANY TYPES OF LINEAR IC’S. ONLY THE MAJOR TYPES ARE COVERED HERE. FIRST LET’S COMPARE THE BASIC DIGITAL AND LINEAR CIRCUITS:

THE BASIC LINEAR CIRCUIT

A SINGLE BIPOLAR OR FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTOR CAN FUNCTION AS A DIGITAL OR LINEAR CIRCUIT. IN BOTH CASES, THE TRANSISTOR CAN INVERT THE SIGNAL AT ITS INPUT. HERE’S HOW AN NPN BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR CAN PERFORM ALL FOUR FUNCTIONS:

HERE TRANSISTOR Q1 IS USED AS A SWITCH. WHEN THE INPUT IS NEAR +V (OR HIGH), Q1 TURNS ON AND LED1 IS ILLUMINATED. WHEN THE INPUT IS NEAR GROUND (OR LOW), Q1 TURNS OFF. THIS TURNS LED 1 OFF AND ALLOWS LED 2 TO GLOW. (R2 CONTROLS THE CURRENT THROUGH BOTH LEDS.) THIS IS A LINEAR MODE, AS THE CIRCUIT IS THEN A COMBINED DIGITAL BUFFER AND INVERTER. BRIGHTENS AND LED4 DIMS.

HERE Q2 IS AN AMPLIFIER THAT OPERATES OVER THE ENTIRE RANGE FROM FULL OFF TO FULL ON. R5 FORM ANAMPLIFIER THAT APPLIES A SMALL VOLTAGE TO Q2’S BASE TO KEEP Q2 SLIGHTLY ON EVEN WHEN NO INPUT IS PRESENT... THIS ALLOWS Q2 TO OPERATE IN A LINEAR MODE, AS THE INPUT VOLTAGE RISES, LED 3 BRIGHTENS AND LED 4 DIMS.
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OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS (or "OP-AMPS") ARE BY FAR THE MOST VERSATILE OF LINEAR IC'S. THEY'RE CALLED "OPERATIONAL" AMPLIFIERS SINCE THEY WERE ORIGINALLY DESIGNED TO DO MATHEMATICAL OPERATIONS. OP-AMPS AMPLIFY THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VOLTAGES OR SIGNALS (AC OR DC) APPLIED TO THEIR TWO INPUTS. THE VOLTAGE APPLIED TO ONLY ONE INPUT WILL BE AMPLIFIED IF THE SECOND INPUT IS GROUNDED OR MAINTAINED AT SOME VOLTAGE LEVEL.

- **OP-AMP OPERATION** — THE OP-AMP HAS AN INVERTING AND NON-INVERTING INPUT. THE POLARITY OF A VOLTAGE APPLIED TO THE INVERTING INPUT IS REVERSED AT THE OUTPUT. (INVERTING INPUT IS -; NON-INVERTING INPUT IS +.)

- **OP-AMP "FEEDBACK"** — THE CIRCUITS SHOWN ABOVE ALLOW THE OP-AMP TO OPERATE AT ITS MAXIMUM AMPLIFICATION LEVEL (OR GAIN). USUALLY THE GAIN IS REDUCED TO A MORE PRACTICAL LEVEL BY FEEDING SOME OF THE OUTPUT BACK TO THE INVERTING (-) INPUT. FOR EXAMPLE:

![Inverting Amplifier Diagram]

\[ V_{out} = -V_{in} \frac{R_2}{R_1} \]

- **OP-AMP COMPARATOR** — WHEN OPERATED WITHOUT A FEEDBACK RESISTOR (R2 ABOVE), THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE WILL SWING FROM FULL ON TO FULL OFF (OR VICE VERSA). WHEN THE VOLTAGES APPLIED TO THE INPUTS DIFFER BY ONLY ABOUT 0.001 VOLT! THIS DIGITAL-LIKE MODE MAKES POSSIBLE MANY USEFUL APPLICATIONS.

### Types of OP-AMPS
- Both bipolar and MOSFET IC OP-AMPS ARE AVAILABLE. Some bipolar OP-AMPS HAVE FET OR MOSFET INPUTS TO PROVIDE VERY HIGH INPUT RESISTANCE. Many different OP-AMPS are made. A SINGLE IC MAY INCLUDE UP TO FOUR INDIVIDUAL OP-AMPS.
TIMERS

WHEN OPERATED AS A COMPARATOR, THE OP-AMP CAN BE USED AS A TIMER. ALL THAT'S REQUIRED IS AN RC (RESISTOR-CAPACITOR) CIRCUIT LIKE THIS:

RC CIRCUIT

VOLTAGE

TIME

IN THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM (ABOVE RIGHT), R1 AND C1 FORM AN RC CIRCUIT. C1 GRADUALLY CHARGES THROUGH R1. WHEN THE VOLTAGE ON C1 EXCEEDS THE REFERENCE VOLTAGE SUPPLIED TO THE NON-INVERTING INPUT OF THE OP-AMP, ITS OUTPUT SWINGS FROM HIGH TO LOW AND THE LED GLOWS. THE TIME DELAY CAN BE CHANGED BY ALTERING THE VALUES OF R1 AND C1 OR THE SETTING OF R2. DISCHARGE C1 (USE PUSHBUTTON SWITCH) FOR NEW CYCLE.

IC TIMERS — THE SIMPLE CIRCUIT ABOVE IS THE KEY INGREDIENT OF MOST IC TIMERS. MOST INCLUDE AN OUTPUT FLIP-FLOP TO GIVE DEFINITE HIGH OR LOW OUTPUT. SOME INCLUDE A BINARY COUNTER THAT ADVANCES ONE COUNT PER DELAY PERIOD (OR CYCLE). THE TIMER IS RECYCLED EACH TIME THE COUNT ADVANCES. A DECODER AT THE COUNTER OUTPUT ALLOWS TOTAL DELAYS OF FROM DAYS TO A YEAR OR MORE TO BE SELECTED. BOTH BIPOLAR AND CMOS Timers ARE AVAILABLE.

FUNCTION GENERATORS

FAMOUS FACT: ANALOG COMPUTERS USE OP-AMPS TO SOLVE COMPLEX EQUATIONS!

SQUARE

These IC's generate various kinds of output waves such as those shown here. The frequency of the waves can be controlled by an external RC CIRCUIT.
VOLTAGE REGULATORS

Voltage regulators convert a voltage applied to their input into a fixed or variable (but usually lower) voltage. In most a small, fixed reference voltage (usually a volt or so) is applied to the non-inverting input of an op-amp. The reference voltage (or $V_{\text{ref}}$) is then amplified by the ratio of the feedback and input resistors (the gain). $V_{\text{ref}}$ can be varied from $V_{\text{ref}}$ to $+V$ (the chip supply voltage). Actual IC regulators include extra basic voltage regulator transistors to provide $V_{\text{ref}}$ and to allow the chip to drive loads that require more power than an op-amp alone can deliver.

IC REGULATORS — MANY TYPES OF FIXED AND VARIABLE OUTPUT IC REGULATORS ARE AVAILABLE. MOST ARE INSTALLED IN PACKAGES MADE OF METAL OR HAVING METAL TABS TO HELP RADIATE EXCESSIVE HEAT INTO THE SURROUNDING AIR. CAUTION: MANUFACTURER'S OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS AND STANDARD SAFETY PRECAUTIONS MUST BE FOLLOWED FOR BEST RESULTS.

OTHER LINEAR IC’S

There are numerous special function linear IC’s, many of which incorporate op-amps, for example:

Audio amplifiers — Many kinds available. Some include two amplifiers on one chip (for stereo).

Phase-locked loops — Based on an old but clever idea in which an on-chip oscillator duplicates (or tracks) the frequency of an incoming signal, used to detect the presence of certain frequencies (like touch-tone® tones) and to demodulate FM radio signals.

Other linear IC’s — Included are many kinds of chips for telephone, radio, television and computer communications. Also, many kinds of IC’s that detect temperature, light and pressure.
8. CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY TIPS

THERE ARE SEVERAL WAYS TO MAKE EITHER TEMPORARY OR PERMANENT VERSIONS OF ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS. IN THIS CHAPTER WE'LL LOOK AT SOME CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY TIPS YOU MAY FIND HELPFUL.

TEMPORARY CIRCUITS

IT'S ALWAYS WISE TO BUILD A TEMPORARY VERSION OF A CIRCUIT BEFORE ASSEMBLING IT IN PERMANENT FORM. YOU CAN THEN MAKE CHANGES AND FIND OUT HOW WELL THE CIRCUIT WORKS. BY FAR THE MOST IMPORTANT TOOL FOR TEMPORARY CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY IS THE PLASTIC SOLDERLESS MODULAR BREADBOARD SOCKET. IT'S A GOOD IDEA TO KEEP SEVERAL ON YOUR WORKBENCH. THEY WILL LET YOU BUILD ENTIRE CIRCUITS IN MINUTES. USE "JUMPER" WIRES TO INTERCONNECT PARTS CUTAWAY SHOWING COMMON WHOSE LEADS ARE NOT INSERTED TERMINAL CONNECTIONS IN THE SAME ROW OF TERMINALS. TO AVOID BENDING THEIR PINS HINT: INSTALL SOCKET ON (AND PRICKING YOUR FINGERS), BASE AND ADD POTENTIOMETERS, INSTALL AND REMOVE IC'S CAREFULLY. BATTERY, LED'S, SWITCHES, ETC.

PERMANENT CIRCUITS

WITH THE EXCEPTION OF SOME VERY SIMPLE CIRCUITS, MOST PERMANENT CIRCUITS ARE ASSEMBLED ON SOME FORM OF CIRCUIT BOARD.

PERFORATED BOARD CONSTRUCTION- COMPONENT LEADS ARE INSERTED THROUGH PERFORATIONS IN A PHENOLIC OR SIMILAR BOARD AND SOLDERED TOGETHER ON THE BACK SIDE OF THE BOARD. OFTEN INSULATED CONNECTION WIRES MUST BE USED. ONCE ASSEMBLED, "PERFBOARD" CIRCUITS ARE DIFFICULT TO REPAIR COMPONENT SINCE COMPONENT LEADS CONNECTION ARE OFTEN TWISTED AND REQUIRES SOLDERED.
Wire-wrap is the fastest way to assemble circuits. If you use more than a few IC's, use wire-wrap IC sockets (with square connection pins). Both hand and motor-powered wrapping tools are available. If you use the kind that requires some of the wire's insulation to be removed, wrap a few turns of insulated wire around the connection pin to strengthen the connection.

Printed circuit (PC) provides the neatest and most professional appearing completed circuit. Sockets are not required, but component leads must be soldered to the copper patterns on the board. There are many types of PC boards. Two types used by experimenters are:

1. Pre-etched perforated grid boards have a round, copper foil solder pad at each hole. On many boards, rows of holes are connected by common copper foil strips (like a solderless breadboard). It's usually necessary to join some of the contacts on the board with "jumpers" (short lengths of insulated hookup or wrapping wire).

2. Custom PC boards are made by applying a tape or chemical coating (the "resist") to the clean copper foil of a PC board. The uncoated copper is then chemically component etched away, leaving behind a foil wiring pattern. Holes are drilled for component leads. Takes lots of time, but produces neat circuits.
HOW TO SOLDER

Good soldering practices are essential for reliable operation of a circuit with soldered connections. Here are six steps for successful soldering:

1. Always use a low-wattage soldering iron (25 to 40 watts). Be sure to tin the tip according to the manufacturer's instructions.

2. Always use rosin core solder when soldering electronic components. Never use acid core solder since it will corrode the soldered lead.

3. Solder does not adhere to paint, grease, oil, wax or melted insulation. Remove all such foreign matter with a solvent, steel wool or fine sandpaper. Always buff the copper foil of a PC board with steel wool before soldering. (The copper should be shiny.)

4. To solder, first heat the connection (not the solder!) for a few seconds with the hot tip of the iron. Then leave the iron in place and apply solder.

5. Allow the solder to flow through and around the connection before removing the iron. Don't apply too much solder or move the connection before it cools.

6. Keep the iron's tip clean and shiny. Wipe off debris with a damp sponge or cloth.

Soldering Precautions

1. A hot soldering iron can burn a finger or even start a fire. Use care!

2. Unplug the iron when you're not using it.

3. Be sure the power cord is not where you can trip over it.
POWERING ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

[] Battery power — Many circuits use so little power they can be powered by batteries. This keeps the completed circuit compact and allows it to be operated anywhere.

[] Solar power — Solar cells can power your circuits directly, or you can use an array of solar cells to charge a rechargeable battery.

[] Line power — The simplest line powered supply is the so-called AC adapter. These modular units are compact and easy to use. Units having various output voltages and currents are available. You can make your own line powered supply using an IC voltage regulator.

[] Caution — Safety should be your first concern when building your own line powered supply. The power cord must be protected from the sharp edges of a hole drilled in a metal cabinet. (Use a plastic strain relief.) All connections to the AC line must be inside a fully enclosed housing! Leaving such connections exposed is a potential shock hazard. Make sure all components that are connected to the AC line (switches, fuses, transformers, etc.) meet or exceed the power requirement of your circuit.

SUMMING UP CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY

The remainder of this book includes many circuits you can quickly assemble on a solderless breadboard. Chances are you'll want to make permanent versions of some. For best results, plan the project carefully. A neatly assembled project will be more reliable than one hastily assembled.
9. 100 ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

HERE'S A COLLECTION OF 100 ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS. I'VE ASSEMBLED EACH CIRCUIT TO MAKE SURE ALL OF THEM WORK.

SELECTING AND SUBSTITUTING COMPONENTS — YOU CAN FIND MOST OF THE COMPONENTS AT RADIO SHACK STORES. SAVE TIME AND MAKE A LIST OF WHAT YOU NEED BEFORE YOU VISIT RADIO SHACK. (YOU CAN FIND CURRENT CATALOG NUMBERS IN THE LATEST RADIO SHACK CATALOG.) IF A COMPONENT IS UNAVAILABLE, TRY ELSEWHERE. SOMETIMES YOU CAN SUBSTITUTE COMPONENTS. FOR EXAMPLE, IT'S OFTEN OK TO SUBSTITUTE NPN SWITCHING TRANSISTORS FOR ONE ANOTHER (2N3904 FOR 2N2222, ETC.). NEARBY VALUES OF RESISTORS AND CAPACITORS CAN OFTEN BE USED (4.2K FOR 1K RESISTOR, 0.33µF FOR 0.47µF CAPACITOR, ETC.). ALWAYS FOLLOW APPROPRIATE VOLTAGE AND POWER RATINGS!

WHEN A CIRCUIT DOESN'T WORK — MAKE SURE THE CIRCUIT IS RECEIVING ADEQUATE POWER. IF IT IS OR IF YOU SMELL OR FEEL A HOT COMPONENT, IMMEDIATELY DISCONNECT THE POWER AND FOLLOW THESE STEPS: ① RECHECK ALL CONNECTIONS. IS A WIRE MISSING? IS AN IC PIN BENT? IS A SOLDER CONNECTION BAD? IS A WIRE "SHORTED"? IS A Diode BACKWARDS? ② IS A COMPONENT DEFECTIVE? ③ SOMETHING, ESPECIALLY WHEN POWER SUPPLY LEADS ARE MORE THAN SIX INCHES LONG, IC CIRCUITS WILL WORK IMPROPERLY OR NOT AT ALL UNLESS YOU CONNECT A 0.1µF CAPACITOR ACROSS THE POWER SUPPLY PINS OF EACH CHIP. IT MAY ALSO BE NECESSARY TO CONNECT A 1 TO 10µF CAPACITOR ACROSS THE POWER LEADS WHERE THEY ENTER THE BOARD. ④ DOES THE PUBLISHED CIRCUIT CONTAIN AN ERROR?

SAFETY FIRST — BE SURE TO FOLLOW APPROPRIATE PRECAUTIONS WHEN WORKING WITH AC LINE POWERED CIRCUITS. BE CAREFUL WHEN SOLDERING. CIRCUITS WITH SPEAKERS CAN PRODUCE VERY LOUD SOUNDS. KEEP YOUR DISTANCE, AND DON'T USE HEADPHONES.

GOING FURTHER— TRY EXPERIMENTING WITH THE VALUES OF COMPONENTS IN RC CIRCUITS (P.37). TRY SUBSTITUTING OTHER OUTPUT DEVICES IN CIRCUITS THAT DRIVE A RELAY, PIEZO BUZZER, ETC. (BE SURE TO FOLLOW VOLTAGE AND CURRENT RATINGS. USE OHM'S LAW AND, IF NECESSARY, ADD A SERIES RESISTOR TO REDUCE CURRENT.) BEFORE BUILDING A PERMANENT VERSION OF A CIRCUIT, ALWAYS ASSEMBLE AND TEST A BREADBOARD VERSION. Finally, BE SURE TO BUY RADIO SHACK'S CURRENT "SEMICONDUCTOR REFERENCE GUIDE" AND "ENGINEER'S NOTEBOOK." FOR MORE ADVANCED CIRCUITS AND INFORMATION ABOUT NEW DEVELOPMENTS, READ MY COLUMN ("THE ELECTRONICS SCIENTIST") IN COMPUTERS & ELECTRONICS.
DIODE CIRCUITS

THE VARIOUS KINDS OF DIODES HAVE MANY APPLICATIONS. HERE ARE SOME TYPICAL CIRCUITS:

SMALL SIGNAL DIODES AND RECTIFIERS

- Voltage Regulator
- Voltage Dropper

**Diodes Must Have Adequate Power Rating (P=V*I)**

- **R1** - See Zener Diode Regulator (P. 103)

  \[ V_{out} = n \times 0.6V \]

- **D1** - Load Diode(s) and R1
- **D2** - Adequate Power Rating
- **Dn** - (See P. 103)

ONE OR MORE SILICON DIODES (R_L) CAN REGULATE A VOLTAGE IN 0.6 VOLT STEPS.

- **9 Volt Power Supply**

  ```
  +V
  +V
  R1 - See Zener Diode
  \[ V_{out} = n \times 0.6V \]
  D1
  \[ V = 0.6 \]
  D2
  \[ V = 1.2 \]
  \[ V = (n \times 0.6V) \]
  \[ \text{Example:} \]
  \[ 1N914 \]
  \[ 6V \]
  \[ 5.4V \]
  ```

9 VOLT POWER SUPPLY TO AC LINE

- **S1** (optional)
- **PRI**
  - 120V
  - 60Hz
- **SEC**
  - 6.5V

- **T1**
  - **C1**
  - 3300μF
  - **Cn** (9 Volts)

**THIS IS A BASIC AC LINE OPERATED 9 VOLT POWER SUPPLY.**

**FOR LOW RIPPLE (SUPERIMPOSED AC AT V_{out}), USE LARGE VALUE FOR C1. OK TO ADD ONE OR MORE CAPACITORS (Cn) IN PARALLEL WITH C1 FOR MORE CAPACITANCE.)**

**CAPACITORS MUST HAVE A DC WORKING VOLTAGE (WUDC) OF AT LEAST 12 VOLTS. RECTIFIER BRIDGE B1 MUST HAVE PEAK INVERSE VOLTAGE (PIV) OF AT LEAST 12 VOLTS. T1 AND B1 MUST HAVE ADEQUATE POWER AND CURRENT RATINGS. (USE OHMS LAW...)**

**CAUTION: YOU MUST INSULATE OR ENCLOSE ALL EXPOSED AC LINE CONNECTIONS! THE POWER CORD MUST BE UNPLUGGED WHEN YOU ASSEMBLE OR SERVICE THE CIRCUIT!**
VOLTAGE DOUBLERS

CONVENTIONAL

CASCADE

THESE CIRCUITS APPROXIMATELY DOUBLE AN INCOMING AC VOLTAGE. THE OUTPUT IS DC. USE CAPACITORS AND DIODES RATED FOR TWICE THE INPUT VOLTAGE. OUTPUT RIPPLE (~~~~) CAN BE REDUCED BY USING LARGE VALUES FOR C1 AND C2.

THE BRIDGE DOUBLER IS MORE EFFICIENT THAN THE CONVENTIONAL AND CASCADE DOUBLERS. SINCE 4-DIODE BRIDGE RECTIFIERS ARE AVAILABLE, IT'S EASY TO MAKE.

VOLTAGE TRIPLEXER

VOLTAGE QUADRUPLEXER

TRIPLEXES AND CONVERTS TO DC AN INCOMING AC VOLTAGE. QUADRUPLES AND CONVERTS TO 4V IN.

CASCADE MULTIPLIER

ADD MORE STAGES FOR MORE MULTIPLICATION. ALL COMPONENTS RATED AT >2V IN.
ZENER DIODE CIRCUITS

**VOLTAGE REGULATOR**

- **V_in**
- **P_z = V_z \times I_z**
- **I_z = P_z / V_z**
- **R_1 = (V_{in} - V_z) / I**

- **V_{out}**
- **This circuit supplies a steady voltage (V_{out}) to a load from an unregulated supply (like a battery). V_{in} can vary but must be at least 1 volt above desired V_{out}. I_z can vary from 0 mA to planned maximum value. I_z does not change if I_{in} falls to 0 mA, since I = I_{in} + I_z, I_z rises as I_{in} falls. In other words, the regulator always uses the same current, even if the load is removed.**

- **I_{in} = maximum load current**
- **I_z = maximum zener current**
- **R_1 = current through R_1**
- **V_z = zener diode voltage**
- **P_z = zener diode power**

**Example:**

- A radio draws from 20 to 50 mA from a 9 volt battery. To power it from a 12 volt battery, use a 12 V +/- 60 \(\Omega\) 9 V zener diode. (V_{in}) = 1/2 W, 1/2 W.

- R_1 should be close to 60 \(\Omega\), and rated for at least 0.15 W.

**WAVEFORM CLIPPER**

- **R_1**
- **V_{in}**
- **D_1**
- **V_{out}**

This circuit is handy for reducing an incoming signal voltage to a lower, more manageable level. It can also convert incoming wave equally, a sine or triangle wave (if V_z = D_1 = D_2), use to to an approximation of protect speakers and phones. A square wave, *R_1* see from excessive signal levels above (let I = 2 mA minimum), or to make square waves.

**DUAL WAVEFORM CLIPPER**

- **R_1**
- **V_{in}**
- **D_1**
- **V_{out}**

This is a symmetrical form.
TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS RECEIVE MORE ATTENTION, BUT BOTH BIPOLAR AND FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS HAVE MANY APPLICATIONS.

BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS

☐ MOISTURE METER  ☐ MOISTURE ACTUATED RELAY

2N2222

☐ CLEAN NAIL OR WIRE

2N2907, ETC.

 candles

4-9 V, 500 OHM COIL

METER READING OF 1 mA WHEN LEVEL SET BY R2.

RELAY

SOIL MOISTURE IS AT DESIRED CONTACTS. THEN SWITCH ON.

LEVEL, METER WILL THEN INDICATE A LIGHT OR OTHER DEVICE.

LOWER MOISTURE LEVELS, CAN DETECT RAIN.

☐ METRONOME

☐ LIGHT FLASHER

R1

10K

Q1

2N2222

Q2

2N2907

R2

50K

SPKR

C1 22 µF

☐ A METRONOME MARKS TIME BY PRODUCING A REGULAR SEQUENCE OF "CLICKS" OR "POCKS." ADJUST SO. R1 CONTROLS FLASH RATE.

R2 OR CHANGING C1'S VALUE. LAMP FOR L1.
**Siren**

- R1 22K
- S1
- C1 22μF
- R3 2N2222
- Q1 47K
- R4 2N2907
- C2 0.047 μF
- SPKR

Close S1 and the speaker emits a tone that rises in frequency (as C1 charges). Open S1 and the tone falls in frequency (as C1 discharges), like this:

Hint: Change R1 to change up-down time.

**High Voltage Power Supply**

+1 1/2 to +9 V

This circuit produces 220 volt pulses of DC when powered by a 9-volt battery. It will produce up to 170 volts from a flashlight cell (but you may have to experiment with C1's value). The circuit will power a FLASHLIGHT cell with a diode CAUTION: Do NOT TOUCH!! LAMPS through a 1M SERIES RESISTOR.

T1 = 120 V to 6.3 V

Transformer T1 (may hum in use)

**Burglar Alarm**

+6 to +12 V

Alarm sounds and stays on (until power is disconnected) when magnet switch is open or window foil is broken. R1: Set to maximum value. Disconnect one lead to switches/foil, then reduce value of R1 to just past point where alarm sounds. Circuit uses only 0.3 milliamperes at 6 volts.

Relay: Use 6 V, 500 Ω unit when supply is 6-9 V. Use 12 V, 1200 Ω unit when supply is 12 V.

Note: Assemble, install and conceal this system with care.
JUNCTION FET CIRCUITS

- ELECTROMETER
- TOUCH SWITCH

![Electrometer Circuit Diagram]

- 2N3819
- +9 V
- R1, R2
- 3.3 K, 100K
- Q1 = 2N3819
- +6 TO +9 V
- ON
- 1 M
- R1
- Q1
- 2N3819
- Optional
- "OFF"
- 1 N914
- 1 1/2 V
- 500 Ω RELAY

Short wire "ANTENNA"

This circuit detects static away from power lines. Electricity from a charged object (plastic, comb, etc.) over the actuate relay. Touch contact a foot away. Adjust R1 2 only to deactivate relay.

So meter indicates 1 mA.

Indoors:

Charged object near "ANTENNA" may be necessary to include.

Will decrease meter reading. Optional "OFF" circuit.

- TIMER
- AUDIO MIXER

![Timer Circuit Diagram]

+9 V

- IN (A)
- C1
- 1 µF

R1, Q1

- 2N3819

R2

- 10K

- 100K

C2

- 1 µF

R3

- 10K

R4

- 1K

RS

- 100K

- 6.8K

Delay time:

Up to 1.5 minutes - Piezo buzzer

Additional inputs

Set S1 to "RESET" (buzzer will sound). Then set S1 to "TIME." Buzzer will be silent more microphones or other.

Until delay is complete. Buzzer devices to be connected to will then sound. Increase C1 the same amplifier. R1 and or R1 for longer delays. R3 control attenuation of reduce R2's resistance during each input. Therefore R1 reset mode (speeds up reset). And R3 are balance controls.
POWER MOSFET (DMOS, VMOS, ETC.) CIRCUITS

☐ LINEAR LIGHT DIMMER  ☐ AUDIO AMPLIFIER

Q1 = N-CHANNEL
POWER MOSFET

R1 1M
+6 V

R2 1M
L1 = 4-6 V
LAMP

R3 1M
DO NOT
EXCEED
POWER
RATING
OF Q1.

C1 = 1 μF

+9 V

R4 22

R2 1 M

R3 1 M

CHANGE SETTING OF R2 TO.
CHANGE INTENSITY OF LAMP.

THIS CIRCUIT SHOWS HOW USE TO AMPLIFY SIGNALS AND
POWER MOSFET CAN BE USED TONES FROM OTHER CIRCUITS
AS A VARIABLE RESISTOR. R2 CONTROLS GAIN (VOLUME).

☐ LONG DURATION TIME DELAY CIRCUITS

1. OFF AFTER DELAY  2. ON AFTER DELAY

+9 V

PIEZOBUZZER
(OR PORTABLE
RADIO, LIGHT, ETC.)

S1

R1 = 1-10M
Q1

C1 = 1-100 μF

DELAY TIME: MINUTES TO HOURS!

R2 10K
R3 1K

CLOSE AND THEN OPEN S1 TO
ACTIVATE BUZZER. AFTET C1 Q2 INVERTS THE STATUS OF
DISCHARGES INTERNALLY OR Q1. THEREFORE THE BUZZER
THROUGH R1 (OPTIONAL), Q1 SOUNDS AFTER THE TIME
TURNS OFF AND SILENCES THE DELAY IS COMPLETE. INCREASE
BUZZER. LONG DELAYS POSSIBLE. C1'S VALUE TO INCREASE DELAY.
UNIJUNCTION TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS

TIME BASE  TONE GENERATOR

R1 E R2 +12 TO +18V +9 TO +12V
2N4891

R1
10K
R2
100K
Q1: 2N4891
OR SIMILAR
C1
22μF

LED
C1
1μF
OR SIMILAR
Q1: 2N4891

B2
Q1
B1

R3
100
R1
1K
R2
100K

R3
100
B2
Q1
B1

EACH TIME THE UJT (Q1) TURNS ON, THE CHARGE ON C1 IS DUMPED THROUGH THE LED. "DUMPED" THROUGH THE LED, THE LED FLashes IN RESPONSE, TO SPEED UP THE CHARGE-DISCHARGE CYCLE, THE RESULT GLOWS DIMLY. R2 CONTROLS THE LED FLASH RATE AND CAN BE TONE WHICH IS Emitted BY SET FOR ONE FLASH PER SECOND (TIME BASE ROLE). CAN BE EXPANDED (SEE BELOW).

ORGAN

R1
R2
R3
R4
Q1: 2N4891
OR SIMILAR
R5
R6
R7
R8
R9
R10
R11

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8

R VALUE FREQUENCY
R1 10k 580.67 Hz
R2 15k 398.88 Hz
R3 22k 295.66 Hz
R4 22k 198.4 Hz
R5 47k 1393 Hz
R6 48k 941 Hz
R7 100k 583 Hz
R8 150k 430 Hz

TABLE SHOWS TYPICAL FREQUENCIES. CHANGE C1 TO ALTER THE OVERALL FREQUENCY RANGE.
RAMP GENERATOR

Q2 samples the voltage on C1 and outputs it as a ramp (or "sawtooth" wave). R3 controls the rate at which ramps are produced. Ramps supply gradually increasing voltage to many kinds of circuits.

CHIRP GENERATOR

This circuit produces a remarkable variety of sounds. As shown, it chirps at a rate determined by R3. Experiment with values of C1, R5, and C2 for many other effects.

VOLTAGE SENSITIVE OSCILLATOR

This circuit sounds a tone when V_in is below V_z of D1. Select V_z of D1 for desired turn-off level. This circuit can be used to indicate when voltage of a battery (which can be powering another circuit) falls below a certain level. This is an excellent example of a simple, yet sophisticated, circuit.
THYRISTOR CIRCUITS

Silicon controlled rectifiers and triacs have many applications as solid-state switches.

SCR CIRCUITS

- Latching Switch
- Test Circuit

![Circuit Diagram](image)

S1 is "spring + 6V return to center off" switch. L1 (4V)

CLOSE S1 TO TURN ON THE SCR AND SUPPLY CURRENT TO THE LOAD. THE SCR WILL REMAIN ON AFTER S1 IS OPENED UNLESS THE LOAD IS SHUNTED AWAY FROM SCR, S2 IS BRIEFLY OPENED. THUS TURNING IT OFF.

- Capacitor Discharge LED Flasher

![Circuit Diagram](image)

When the SCR is off, C2 charges through R4. When the SCR is turned on by a pulse from UJT Q1, the charge in C1 is rapidly "dumped" through the LED. The SCR (and LED) then turns off since there is no longer sufficient holding current. The Q1: 2N4891 UJT = R1 controls rate. Cycle then repeats.
TRIAC CIRCUITS

TEST CIRCUIT

TO AC

LINE PRI 120 V 60 HZ

SEC 6.3 V TRIAC

L1

(NO. 47 LAMP)

L1 GLOWS WHEN S1 IS CLOSED.

L1 DOES NOT GLOW WHEN S1 IS OPEN.

CAUTION:

TRIACS ARE DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR AC OPERATION.

BE SURE TO OBSERVE COMMON SENSE SAFETY WHEN WORKING WITH HOUSEHOLD LINE CURRENT! MAKE SURE ALL CONNECTIONS TO AC LINE ARE INSULATED OR ENCLOSED.

LIGHT DIMMER CIRCUITS

1. 6.3 VOLT DIMMER

TO AC

LINE PRI 120 V 60 HZ

SEC 6.3 V

R1 100K

100

R2

0.047 µF

R3

100

THE UTT OSCILLATOR SWITCHES ON THE TRIAC, AND THUS THE LAMP, AT A RATE CONTROLLED BY R1.

Q1: 2N4891 OR SIMILAR UTT

2. 120 VOLT DIMMER

L1 CAN BE UP TO 100 WATT (120 VOLT) LAMP, USE HEAT SINK ON TRIAC IF IT BECOMES HOT. THE DIAC IS A BIDIRECTIONAL TRIGGER DIODE.

CAUTION: THIS CIRCUIT MUST BE FULLY ENCLOSED AT ALL TIMES WHEN POWER IS APPLIED!
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PHOTONIC CIRCUITS

CIRCUITS USING PHOTONIC COMPONENTS ARE AMONG THE MOST VERSATILE AND INTERESTING OF ALL CIRCUITS.

LIGHT EMITTING DIODE (LED) CIRCUITS

□ LED DRIVE CIRCUIT

A SERIES RESISTOR MUST BE USED TO LIMIT CURRENT THROUGH AN LED. EXAMPLE: ASSUME YOU WANT TO OPERATE A RED LED AT A FORWARD CURRENT (I_LED) OF 10 MA (OR 0.01 AMPERE) FROM A 5 VOLT SUPPLY.

(EXCEPTIONS: CERTAIN LED PULSE CIRCUITS AND THE DATA SHEET FOR THE LED IC LED DRIVERS.) LISTS AN LED VOLTAGE (V_LED) OF 1.7 Volts, THEREFORE R_s IS (5-1.7)/.01 OR 320 OHMS.

□ VARIABLE BRIGHTNESS LED

ADJUST R1 TO ALTER CURRENT THROUGH THE LED, THUS VARYING ITS BRIGHTNESS. R_s MUST BE USED (SEE ABOVE).

□ POLARITY INDICATOR

THIS CIRCUIT INDICATES THE POLARITY OF A VOLTAGE. R_s MUST BE USED (SEE ABOVE).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LED</th>
<th>+</th>
<th>-</th>
<th>AC (+)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

□ TRI-STATE POLARITY INDICATOR

THIS IS A MORE COLORFUL VERSION OF THE CIRCUIT ABOVE.

VIN | COLORS |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>RED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-</td>
<td>GREEN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC(±)</td>
<td>YELLOW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R1 = VIN - (V_LED2 + 0.6)  R1 + R2 = VIN - V_LED1
I_LED2 I_LED1

* WHEN TWO-CHIP LED USED.
**DUAL LED FLASHER**

This circuit is called a free-running multivibrator. It's identical to a flip-flop that triggers itself repeatedly. Q1 and Q2 are general purpose PNP transistors (2N3906, 2N2907, etc.). R1 and R2 limit the current to the LEDs (which flash alternately). Increasing the values of C1 and C2 will slow the flash rate.

**VOLTAGE LEVEL INDICATOR**

In each circuit, the LED(s) glows when V+ reaches the breakdown voltage (Vz) of its zener + VLED. Rs should be used for each LED. (See facing page.) The circuit at right provides a bar-graph readout when LED1 with progressively higher Vz are used. Connect zeners in series for higher total Vz.

**FLASHER LED + RELAY**

The flasher LED includes a built-in IC that flashes the LED several times each second. This circuit shows how to "tap" this flash rate (via Q1) to form an ultra-simple pulse generator that actuates a relay and, in turn, a lamp. D1 is needed to keep the voltage to the flasher LED near 5 volts.
SEMICONDUCTOR LIGHT DETECTOR CIRCUITS

LIGHT METER CIRCUITS

1. PHOTORESISTOR  2. SOLAR CELL

Lights at 100K (CALIBRATE) 0-1 MA METER

Solar cell (or photodiode or phototransistor)

LIGHT ACTUATED RELAY CIRCUITS

1. PHOTORESISTOR  2. PHOTOTRANSISTOR

+9V R1 IS SENSITIVITY

Q1 IS NPN PHOTO

R1 IS SENSITIVITY

CONTROL

1K

R2 2N2222 RELAY 100K

4.7K 2N2222 RELAY 500Ω, 6-9V

RELAY REMAINS ACTUATED FOR BRIEF TIME AFTER LIGHT REMOVED. WHEN LIGHT IS REMOVED

LIGHT DEACTUATED RELAY CIRCUITS

1. PHOTORESISTOR  2. PHOTOTRANSISTOR

+9V RELAY IS ACTUATED WHEN Q1 IS

RELAY IS ACTUATED ONLY WHEN DARK. LIGHT ON Q1 DEACTIVATES THE PHOTORESISTOR IS DARK. RELAY, CALIBRATE WITH R1.
THIS IS AMONG THE MOST ENTERTAINING CIRCUITS IN THIS USE NINE CELLS TO CHARGE TWO BOOK. VARIOUS PNP AND NPN NICADS, CURRENT FROM SOLAR TRANSISTORS CAN BE USED FOR CELLS MUST NOT EXCEED MAXIMUM Q1 AND Q2. THE TONE FROM CHARGING RATE FOR NICADS! YOU THE SPEAKER INCREASES IN CAN MONITOR CURRENT BY FREQUENCY AS THE INTENSITY CONNECTING MULTIMETER BETWEEN OF LIGHT ON THE PHOTO RESISTOR NICADS AND D1. INSERT SERIES INCREASES. VERY SENSITIVE! RESISTOR OR REMOVE SOLAR CELL TRY THIS: OPERATE CIRCUIT IN A TO REDUCE CURRENT. D1 KEEPS DARK ROOM UNTIL TONE SLows NICADS FROM DISCHARGING TO A SERIES OF CLICKS. THEN THROUGH SOLAR CELLS (WHEN SHINE BEAM FROM FLASHLIGHT ON DARK)... SOLAR CELLS ARE FRAGILE. THE PHOTO RESISTOR... SOLDER AND MOUNT WITH CARE.

LIGHT ACTUATED LATCHING CIRCUITS

1. RELAY  2. LED (OR LAMP)  3. BUZZER

THESE CIRCUITS ARE ACTUATED BY LASCR LIGHT. OPEN (MAY S1 TO SWITCH VARY) LASCR OFF. SOME LASCRS ARE MORE LIGHT SENSITIVE THAN OTHERS. MOST WILL TRIGGER IN RESPONSE TO LIGHT FROM CAMERA STROBE (XENON FLASH UNIT).
DIGITAL IC CIRCUITS

DIGITAL ICs ARE VERY EASY TO USE. HERE'S A SELECTION OF TTL AND CMOS CIRCUITS:

TTL CIRCUITS

- OPERATING REQUIREMENTS
  1. POWER SUPPLY MUST NOT EXCEED 5.25V. SEE PAGE 178 OR USE "H" TO SAVE POWER. (EXAMPLE: UNUSUAL "NAND"—MAKE ONE INPUT "H")
  2. AVVOID LONG WIRES IN CIRCUITS.
  3. CONNECT 1 TO 10μF CAPACITOR ACROSS POWER LEADS WHERE THEY ENTER CIRCUIT.
  4. CONNECT 0.1μF CAPACITOR ACROSS POWER PINS OF EACH TTL CHIP IN MULTI-CHIP CIRCUITS.
  5. INPUTS SHOULD ALWAYS GO SOMEWHERE (NOT LEFT "FLOATING"). MORE CURRENT THAN LS OR CMOS.

- D' FLIP-FLOP

Q = D WHEN ENABLE (E) IS HIGH. FUNCTIONS AS "RS" FLIP-FLOP WHEN NO CHANGE WHEN E IS LOW. ENABLE (E) IS HIGH.

- DUAL LED FLASHER

R4 = LEDS FLASH AT 2KHZ WHEN C1 = C2 = 47μF.

- TONE GENERATOR

R4 = SPEAKER EMITS 4KHZ TONE WHEN C1 = C2 = 0.1μF.
0 TO 9 SECOND (OR MINUTE) TIMER

CLOSE S1 AND PULSES FROM THE
555 WILL BE COUNTED BY THE
7490. THE 7448 CONVERTS THE
COMMON
7-SEGMENT DIGITS ON AN
LED DISPLAY. ADJUST R1 AND C1
FOR DESIRED PULSE RATE. TO
ADD ADDITIONAL DIGIT:

HINT:
THIS BASIC CIRCUIT
WILL COUNT PULSES
FROM OTHER CIRCUITS,
ELIMINATE 555
AND APPLY PULSES
(5 VOLTS MAXIMUM)
TO 7490.

DIVIDE-BY-5 COUNTER □ DIVIDE-BY-10 COUNTER

DIVIDES INCOMING "TRAIN" OF PULSES BY 5. OK TO USE AT INPUT OF CIRCUIT ABOVE. AT INPUT OF CIRCUIT ABOVE.
CMOS CIRCUITS

- Operating Requirements
  1. The positive power to a CMOS chip (VDD) can range from +3 to +15 (or +18) volts. Use power supplies on page 125 or a battery (best).
  2. Inputs must not exceed VDD of CMOS ICs. Use IC sockets.
  3. All unused inputs must go to VDD or GND (0).
  4. Never apply an input signal to an unpowered CMOS circuit.

- Handling Precautions
  1. Place CMOS ICs pins down.
  2. Never store CMOS ICs in nonconductive plastic, "snow," trays, bags or foam.
  3. Avoid using an AC line powered iron to solder pins.
  4. Drain static charge on your body by touching grounded object.

Bounceless Switch

- Single LED "Gated" Flasher

- "One-Shot" Touch Switch

- Dual LED Flasher

C1 controls length of output pulse. Change C1 and C2 to change rate.
MINI RADIO TRANSMITTER  "GATED" TONE GENERATOR

SEND TONE TO NEARBY RADIO.
TUNE RADIO AND/OR C1 TO HEAR VALUES SHOWN. GIVE 1.3 KHZ TONE. USE INSULATED TOOL TO TUNE. C1 AND R2 CONTROL TONE. C2 CONTROLS TONE FREQUENCY. R3 CONTROLS FREQUENCY. USE 1-2 FEET OF VOLUME INPUT CAN BE SWITCH.
WIRE FOR ANTENNA. (VDD/GND) OR LOGIC SIGNAL.

STANDARD TOUCH SWITCH  LINEAR X10 AMPLIFIER

WHEN THE ENABLE INPUT (E) IS HIGH, THE CIRCUIT RESPONDS. FOR A DIGITAL GATE.

FREQUENCY GENERATOR  LAMP FLASHER

USE TO SUPPLY "CLOCK" PULSES TO C1 AND R1 CONTROL RATE. OK OTHER CMOS CIRCUITS. TO USE SEPARATE SUPPLY FOR LAMP.
ELECTRONIC COIN TOSER

PRESS S1 MOMENTARILY.

TYPICAL TEST RESULTS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRIAL</th>
<th>HEADS</th>
<th>TAILS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R2

1K

+9V

4017

"HEAD" LED

"TAILS" LED

R3

4.7K

470 pF

R1

4.7K

1/4

4011

S1

LED READOUT ARRAY

HINT:

INCREASE C1 TO 4.7 MF

AND LEAVE S1 CLOSED TO MAKE SEQUENTIAL FLASHER.

CLOSE S1 AND ALL LEDS WILL GLOW DIMLY. OPEN S1 AND R2 = 1K

470 pF RANDOMLY SELECTED LED WILL GLOW.

1-OF-4 SEQUENCER

USE TO ACTUATE RELAYS, ETC.

R1

4.7K

1/4

4011

C1

0.1

0.001

100 µF

EACH LED TURNS OFF IN SEQUENCE.
MODEL RAILROAD CROSSING FLASHER LIGHTS

LEDS FLASH ALTERNATELY WHEN TRAIN BREAKS LIGHT BEAM TO EITHER Q1 OR Q2. LEDS CONTINUE FLASHING UNTIL TRAIN PASSES. SHIELD Q1 AND Q2 FROM ROOM LIGHTS WITH 1/4 HEAT SHRINK TUBING.

PROGRAMMABLE GAIN OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER

VDD = +9V

R/8

R/4

R/2

R

GAIN

CONTROL

FOR DETAILS SEE "THE FORREST MIMS CIRCUIT SCRAPBOOK" (PP. 21-23).

APPLY CONTROL SIGNALS AT DCBA INPUTS TO ALTER RIN. 0000 TO 1111 VARIES RIN FROM R TO R/15. TYPICAL R, RF = 10K.

ALL ON - ALL OFF SEQUENCER

ALL OUTPUTS GO LOW, THEN HIGH, IN SEQUENCE (A...B...C...D...A...B...ETC.). USE WITH LEDs FOR EYE-CATCHING DISPLAY.

FOR 'BUCKET-BRIGADE' OPERATION, CONNECT PIN 5 OF FIRST 4013 TO PIN 13 (NOT 12) OF SECOND 4013.
LINEAR IC CIRCUITS

YOU CAN MAKE AN AMAZING VARIETY OF CIRCUITS WITH LINEAR ICs. HERE ARE A FEW OF THE MANY POSSIBILITIES:

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER (OP-AMP) CIRCUITS

☐ AUDIO AMPLIFIER

741 IS PREAMPLIFIER (R2 SETS GAIN)

R2 386 IS POWER AMPLIFIER

IN 741 100K +9 V

R3

+9 V

OK TO USE OTHER

-9 V

DYNAMIC MICROPHONE, RADIO, ETC. TRY ALSO WITH CIRCUITS BELOW...

☐ MIXER

10K

IN 1

-9 V

IN 2

-9 V

IN 3

10K

741

OUT

10K

IN 1

IN 2

IN 3

SEVERAL SIMULTANEOUS INPUTS.

USE WITH AUDIO AMPLIFIER ABOVE.

☐ LIGHTWAVE VOICE TRANSMITTER*

MIC IS CRYSTAL OR ELECTRET* RED MICROPHONE.

LED IS INFRARED TYPE. USE LENs!

TO FOCUS LIGHT FROM LED INTO NARROW BEAM.

TO TEST PLACE RADIO EARPHONE NEAR MICROPHONE.

ADJUST R1 AND R6 FOR BEST RECEIVER SOUND. *SEE "THE FORREST MIMS CIRCUIT SCRAPBOOK" (PP. 35-42).
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Percussion Synthesizer (Bell, Drum, etc.)

Set R2 and R3 at center positions. Adjust R4 to just past point where oscillation stops. Close S1. Adjust R2, R3, and R4 and try again. In time you'll have an electronic bell, drum, bongo, etc.

Light Sensitive Up-Down Tone Generator

Take this circuit and a flashlight into a dark room...

Lightwave Communications Receiver

Detector: Use R1 and Q1 or solar cell. (Q1: Phototransistor)
COMPARATOR CIRCUITS

□ VOLTAGE MONITOR □ LIGHT LEVEL INDICATOR

+6 TO +15V
R1
10K
IN (0 TO +V)
□ PHOTORESISTOR
□ PIEZO BUZZER
R2
1.2K
Q1: 2N2222
QIN914
R3
100K
R4
1K
R7
1K
R8
1K
R9
1K
R10
1K
□ PHOTORESISTOR
□ PIEZO BUZZER

WHEN THE INPUT VOLTAGE IS 0, THE LED GLOWS. THE LED Switches OFF WHEN THE INPUT BUZZER SOUNDS WHEN LIGHT VOLTAGE RISES TO A LEVEL FALLS TO LEVEL DETERMINED BY DETERMINED BY R1, EXCHANGE R2, REVERSE CONNECTIONS TO CONNECTIONS TO PINS 2 AND 3 PINS 2 AND 3 TO SOUND TONE TO REVERSE OPERATING MODE, WHEN LIGHT INCREASES.

□ BARGRAPH VOLTAGE INDICATOR □ "WINDOW" COMPARATOR

R1
100K
R2
1K
R3
1K
R4
1K
R5
1K
R6
1K
R7
1K
R8
1K
R9
1K
R10
1K
□ PHOTORESISTOR
□ PIEZO BUZZER

SET R1 TO CENTER POSITION. TURN OFF LIGHTS AND ROTATE R3 JUST PAST POINT WHERE LED 2 GLOWS. CIRCUIT WILL OK TO USE THEN RESPOND LIKE THIS: LED 2 GLOWS. CIRCUIT WILL (R1 & R3, CONTROL RESPONSE)
LED'S GLOW IN SEQUENCE AS DARK → LIGHT INPUT VOLTAGE RISES. R1 LED 1 = OFF ← ON → OFF CONTROLS SENSITIVITY. LED 2 = ON ← OFF → ON
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VOLTAGE REGULATOR CIRCUITS

□ FIXED OUTPUT LINE POWERED SUPPLY

This basic supply will deliver up to 1.5 amperes at the rated output. If properly heat sunk, you must use a transformer rated at the proper voltage and current. The regulator will "shut down" if the chip becomes overheated. For best results apply silicone compound between tab and heat sink. All connections to the AC line must be insulated or enclosed!

□ VARIABLE OUTPUT POWER SUPPLY

This adjustable supply will deliver from 1.2 to 37 volts at up to 1.5 amperes. R1 controls V<sub>out</sub>. (If V<sub>out</sub> does not go to 1.2 volt minimum, R1 may not be able to achieve sufficiently low resistance.) T1 should have 25 volt (or higher) secondary and be rated for 2 amperes or more.

CAUTION: AC LINE OPERATED CIRCUITS.
TIMER CIRCUITS

- BASIC TIMER
- TONE BURST GENERATOR

PRESS S1 MOMENTARILY TO START TIMING CYCLE. RELAY WILL BE ACTUATED (PULLED DOWN) UNTIL CYCLE IS COMPLETE, AND THE TONE CONTINUES. R1 AND C1 CONTROL LENGTH FOR SEVERAL SECONDS. C2 OF TIME DELAY. USE VERY LARGE VALUE FOR C1 TO GET CONTROLS FREQUENCY. (USE LONG DELAYS. CIRCUIT WILL 7555 ONLY, 555 USES TOO MUCH CURRENT.)

- PULSE GENERATOR
- LED TONE TRANSMITTER

+5 TO +15 V

VALUES SHOWN GIVE PULSE RATE 600 HZ. R1 AND C1 CONTROL RATE.

USE TO SUPPLY PULSES TO DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS, ETC. RECEIVERS.
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**Light/Dark Detector**

When S1 is in position "L", the speaker emits a tone when light illuminates the photoresistor. When S1 is in position "D", the speaker emits a tone when the photoresistor is not illuminated.

**3-State Tone Generator**

When power is applied, the SSS enters a timing cycle. Unless S1 is closed before the cycle ends, the piezo buzzer sounds. The cycle can be reset any time by closing S1. Note: S1 can be replaced by a signal from an external circuit.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>ALTERNATING CURRENT, 18, 36</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>OHM'S LAW, 14, 103</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>AMPLIFIER, 92-93, 95, 107, 119, 122</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIER, 93, 122-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>ATOM, 8</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>OPTICAL COMPONENTS, 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BATTERY, 17, 44</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>OPTICAL SPECTRUM, 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>BINARY, 81, 89</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>PARALLEL, 20-21, 31, 35, 69, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>BIPOLAR, 48, 51, 104-105</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>PHOTODIODE, 72-73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CAPACITOR, 22-35, 36-37</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>PHOTON, 62, 66, 70, 72, 74, 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CIRCUIT, 20-21, 52, 90</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>PHOTORESISTOR, 70-71, 114-115, 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>CMOS, 91, 118-121</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>PHOTOTRANSISTOR, 76, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>COIL, 38-39</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>Phototransistor, 74-75, 114, 121-123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>COMBINATIONAL, 86-87, 90</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>PN JUNCTION, 44, 64, 70, 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>COMPARATOR, 93, 124</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>POWER, 14, 116, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>CONDUCTOR, 12, 43</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>PROTON, 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>CURRENT, 9, 13, 14, 45, 59, 67</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>PULSE, 22-23, 119, 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>DETECTOR, 70-77</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>RC CIRCUITS, 37, 94, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>DIFFERENTIATOR, 37</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>RELAY, 25, 75, 114, 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>DIGITAL, 79, 80, 83, 91, 116-121</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>RESISTANCE, 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>DIODE, 44-47, 58, 82, 101-103</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>RESISTOR, 28-31, 59, 78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>DIRECT CURRENT, 14, 36</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SAFETY, 13, 35, 98, 100, 111, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ELECTROMAGNET, 15</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SCR, 59, 79, 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM, 63</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SERIES, 20-21, 31, 35, 69, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ELECTRON, 8-9, 42-43, 62, 66, 70</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SEMICONDUCTOR, 42-43, 42-63, 66, 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>ELECTROSCOPE, 11-12</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SEQUENTIAL, 88-90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>FIELD-EFFECT, 52-56, 92</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SIGNAL, 22-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>FLIP-FLOP, 88-89, 94, 116</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SILICON, 42-43, 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>GATE, 80, 82-87</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SINE WAVE, 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>GROUND, 21</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SOLAR CELL, 77-115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>INSULATOR, 12, 45</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SOLDER, 98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>INTEGRATED CIRCUIT, 78-95</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SOLENOID, 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>INTEGRATOR, 37</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SPEAKER, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>INVERSE SQUARE LAW, 65</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>STATIC ELECTRICITY, 10, 106, 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>ION, 8</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>SWITCHES, 25, 26, 58, 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>JUNCTION FET, 52-53, 56, 106</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>THERMODYNAMIC, 17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>LASER, 76</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>THERMISTOR, 58-61, 110-111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>LENS, 65, 122, 123</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>TIMER, 93, 106-107, 117, 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>LIGHT, 62, 63, 66-68, 77, 111, 114, 122</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>TRANSFORMER, 40-41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>LIGHT-EMITTING DIODE, 46, 66-69, 112</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>TRANSISTOR, 48-57, 74-75, 78, 83, 104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>LINEAR (IC), 79, 92, 95</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>TRIAC, 60-61, 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MAGNETIC FIELD, 13</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>TTI, 91, 116-117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>METER, 13, 25, 114</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>UNIJUNCTION, 57, 108-109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MICROPHONE, 27</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>VOLTAGE, 14, 45, 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MOSFET, 54-55, 56, 107</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>VOLTAGE REGULATOR, 95, 103, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>MULTIMETER, 19</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>WAVE(S), 22-23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>NOISE, 22-23</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>WIRE, 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>NUCLEUS, 8</td>
<td>📁</td>
<td>WIRE-WRAP, 97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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